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Ukrainian students seize
UN. offices of TASS
UNITED NATIONS - Seven young
Ukrainian activists staged a brief and
peaceful sit-in at the U.N. bureau of the
Soviet news agency TASS here at noon
on March 26, and demanded to meet
with U.N. Secretary General Javier
Perez de Cuellar to discuss the fate of
Ukrainian political prisoners, parti
cularly Yuriy Shukhevych, who has
been imprisoned for nearly 30 years,
reported Reuters news service.
Before occupying the bureau offices,
the protesters distributed literature
about the Ukrainian resistance move
ment And Mr. Shukhevych's case to
some 50 news services housed in the
restricted U.N. press area.
Chanting "Freedom for Ukraine,"
the seven, including Ronya Stojko...'^,v,Lo^^.ftrpjrfs^
stodent feaeratiori`SirSTA, entered the
offices on the third floor of the U.N.
Secretariat Building and quickly put on
T-shirts emblazoned with a picture of
Mr. Shukhevych, who was first arrested
at age 14 in 1948. Currently in internal
exile, Mr. Shukhevych celebrated his
48th birthday on March 28.
Four TASS correspondents who

were in the office at the time of the take
over left immediately.
Before U.N. security personnel got to
the scene, the protesters read a formal
statement demanding to see Mr. Perez
and appealing to the United Nations "to
declare Ukraine a colonial country and
demand that the Russian imperialists
immediately and unconditionally with
draw their occupation forces from
Ukraine."
In addition, the protesters said that
their demands were being made "in
solidarity with the tens of thousands of
Ukrainian political prisoners who have
been arrested by the Russian secret
police, KGB, for demanding sovereign
ty, independence and statehood for their.
enslaved country/
itjtewising-theJfiencL Union of hnas
si ve violations of international law," the
demonstrators said they wanted to
present U.N. officials with documents
detailing the violations, and "to propose
a detailed plan for the decolonization of
the Russian Empire."
The statement was heard by a group
of reporters who had rushed to the scene
(Continued on page 16)

104 U.S. legislators appeal to
Brezhnev to release Svitlychny
by Walter Bodnar
WASHINGTON - Over 100 mem
bers of the U.S. Congress, disturbed by
reports of the deteriorating state of Ivan
Svitlychny's health, sent a letter to
Soviet Chairman Leonid Brezhnev
asking for the release of the Ukrainian
political prisoner from exile and per
mission for him to travel to the United
States for medical care and physical
therapy. The letter was initiated by New
Jersey Rep. Christopher H. Smith and
mailed on April 1, reported Americans
for Human Rights in Ukraine.
The letter was signed by 97 represen
tatives and seven senators.
Earlier this year Amnesty Interna
tional had circulated a worldwide
"urgent action" appeal in behalf of the
critically ill Ukrainian poet and literary
critic. It urged people of good will to call
upon Soviet officials to effect Mr.
Svitlychny's release as provided for by
Article 100 of the Russian SFSR Correc
tive Labor Code, which states that con
victed' persons suffering from serious
illnesses can be freed by the court from
further serving their sentences.

Sen. Yuzyk receives honorary doctorate from UFU
MUNICH - The Ukrainian Free Ukrainian settlement in Canada but
University awarded an honorary also on the 60th anniversary of the
doctorate to Canadian Sen. Paul Yuzyk founding of the Ukrainian Free Univer
in recognition of his contributions to sity.
the educational, cultural and political
Dr. Janiw also mentioned Sen.
progress of Ukrainians in Canada, for Yuzyk's contributions to multicultura
his leadership in promoting the cause of lism, his service on various Canadian
multiculturalism, and for his defense of government committees and his scho
human rights in Canada, NATO and at larly achievements.
the United Nations. The degree was
conferred upon the senator during a
Pioneer family
special convocation held at the univer
sity on Friday, March 5.
Sen. Yuzyk, who was born in Sas
The Ukrainian Free University bes katchewan of Ukrainian pioneers, was
nominated
to the Canadian Senate in
towed this honor upon Sen. Yuzyk on
the occasion of the 90th anniversary of 1963 by then-prime Minister John G.
the settlement of Ukrainians in Canada, Diefenbaker. He is the Ukrainian
National Association's supreme direc
a jubilee celebrated in 1981.
The ceremony was attended by the tor for Canada.
members of the UFU Senate and faculty,
He holds B.A. and M.A. degrees in
and invited guests, among them many history from the University of Sas
representatives of the Ukrainian, Ger katchewan and a Ph. D. in history from
man and Polish communities as well as the University of Minnesota. He served as
German government officials and scho assistant professor of Slavic studies in
lars.
1951-57 and as associate professor of
Sen. Yuzyk, who had arrived in West East European, Russian and Soviet
history
in 1957-63 at the University of
Germany with his wife Maria, was
introduced to the gathering by the Manitoba, and as professor of Russian
rector of the university, Dr. Wolodymyr and Soviet history and Canadian
Soviet relations at the University of
Janiw.
In his remarks Dr. Janiw said that the Ottawa in 1964-78.
Sen. Yuzyk is the author of "The
Ukrainian Free University has decided
to award a Ph. D. honoris causa to Sen. Ukrainians in Manitoba: A Social
Yuzyk as a Ukrainian Canadian, a History (1953, 1978), "Ukrainians
noted scholar and political activist. The Canadians: Their Place and Role in
presentation was made not only on the Canadian Life" (1967), "For a Better
occasion of the 90th anniversary of Canada" (1973), "The Ukrainian Greek
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Orthodox Church of Canada, 19181951" (1981) and co-author with William
Darcovich of "A Statistical Compen
dium on the Ukrainians in Canada,
1891-1976" (1980).
After providing a brief biography of
Sen. Yuzyk, Dr. Janiw read the Latinlanguage introduction to the UFU's act
naming the senator a doctor of philo
sophy, and Dr. Hryhoriy Waskovych,
in turn, read the Ph. D. diploma and
presented it to the honoree.

In the United States, Amnesty Inter
national has been joined in this action
by Americans for Human Rights in
Ukraine together with its branches in
Newark, N.J., and Rochester and Troy,
14. Y.
In addition, the following Ukrainian
American organizations also joined in
this action: the Ukrainian Orthodox
League, Ukrainian American Veterans,!
Kramnychka Sumlinnia of Chicago,
Ukrainian Evangelical Alliance of
North America and the Association of1
Ukrainian Americans of New England,
as well as private citizens.
U.S. legislators, cognizant of Mr.
Svitlychny's physical condition and
efforts to gain his freedom, wrote in.
their letter to Mr. Brezhnev: "A growing;
number of individuals have expressed
their concern about Mr. Svitlychny and
have sought his release as a prisoner of
conscience."
Mr. Svitlychny, who was employed
as chief secretary of the journal Soviet
Literary History and as a research
associate in the Institute of Literature at
the Academy of Sciences of the Ukrai
nian SSRV first began experiencing
repressive measures in 1964.
In the fall of 1965 he was arrested,
and though released after an eightmonth secret investigation "because of a
lack of evidence," lost therightto work
in his professional capacity. In 1972 he
was rearrested and sentenced to seven
years of strict-regimen labor camp and
five years of internal exile for "antiSoviet propaganda and agitation." His
treatment was especially harsh because
of his many appeals and protests to
Soviet authorities, including renuncia
tion of his citizenship.
On August 20, 1981, Mr. Svitlychny
(Continued on paft 13)

Senator's address
Sen. Yuzyk then addressed the con
vocation. He spoke about the settle
ment of Ukrainians in Canada 90 years
ago and of their contributions to the
Canadian mosaic. He also touched
upon his own family's life in Canada
and noted that it was thanks to his
parents who passed Ukrainian culture
on to him that he was able to pass it on
to his own children.
The full text of Sen. Paul Yuzyk's
remarks at the special convocation
appear on page 7.
Sen. Yuzyk also noted that he was
greatly influenced in his scholarly
activity by Profs. P. Pavlychenko,
George Simpson and Watson Кігк–
connell, and he expressed gratitude to
former Prime Minister Diefenbaker for
bringing him into government service.
(Continued on page 14)

Rep. Christopher H. Smith
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ЩІУ Graham plans to attend
controversial conference in Moscow
MINNEAPOLIS - Despite the
objections of several Western Christian
leaders, well-known evangelist Billy
Griiham recently said that he plans to
attend a peace conference sponsored by
Russian Patriarch Pimen, which will be
held in Moscow in May, reported
East/ West News.
Moscow's Orthodox leader will con
vene the meeting, which is being called
the "World Conference: Religious
Workers for Saving the Sacred Gift of
Life From Nuclear Catastrophe."
Christian and other religious leaders
from around the world have been
invited to attend.
Many religious leaders have express
ed doubts as to the validity of the
conference, citing documented Soviet
violations of religious rights. They feel
that Mr. Graham's presence will en
hance the possibility of the conference
being used as a propaganda tool.
Other groups, however, including the
Chapel of the Air radio program, argue
that Western Christian leaders should
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Ukrainian refugees in Vienna
get aid from Western groups

attend the meeting and use the opportu
nity to protest religious repression in the
Soviet Union.
Mr. Graham, who said that he reach
ed his decision to attend after "thinking
and praying a great deal," said that he
looks forward to preaching in a country
which he has never visited.
"It is my sincere prayer that this visit
will make at least a small contribution
to better understanding between the
peoples of the Soviet Union, the United
States and other countries of the world,"
Mr. Graham said.
In addition to attending part of the
conference, Mr. Graham has been,
asked to speak at Moscow's Baptist
Church as well as the Orthodox Cathe
dral. It should be noted that most of the
Soviet Union's Baptists are not re
gistered with the official Church, and
have been the subject of severe persecu
tion which has led to the arrest and
imprisonment of hundreds of unre
gistered Baptist leaders and believers.

Photos above and below show groups of Ukrainian refugees from Poland who now
find themselves to Vienna. Seen to the photo above, third from left, Is Dr. Serhiy
Naklovych, one of the UkrainianstoAustria actively involvedtoaiding the young
refugees.

Lithuanian prisoner issues appeal
BROOKLYN, NY. - The Lithua
nian Information Center based here has
issued a statement by imprisoned
Lithuanian Helsinki monitor Dr. A1girdas Statkevicius, and appealed for
his release from a Soviet psychiatric
hospital.
The 59-year-old psychiatrist was
arrested on February 14, 1980, and
sentenced in absentia, six months later
to compulsory treatment in a mental
hospital after being convicted of "slan
dering the Soviet state." It was his third
arrest.
In 1958 he was arrested for partici
pating in the Lithuanian resistance
movement and sentenced to 25 years'
imprisonment, but was amnestied after
serving nine years.
In 1970 Dr. Statkevicius was sen
tenced to two and a half years in a
psychiatric institution for his political
and sociological works, among them a
"Critique of the Communist Mani
festo," "Conclusions from Sociological
Research in Lithuania," and "The
ABC's of Social Living." All the works
were critical of the Soviet social and
economic system.
In his statement from the Спегпуа–
khovsk Psychiatric Hospital dated
February 1981, Dr. Statkevicius said
that the latest charge of slander did not
stem from his latest book "Sophiocracy
and its' Geo-Moral Foundations," in
which he advocated a socio-political
system which unconditionally guaran
teed rights to normal social needs, but

from his membership in the Helsinki
group.
An outspoken social critic, Dr. Stat
kevicius was instrumental in attempting
to organize a temperance society in
Lithuania, arguing that alcoholism
contributed to a twelvefold jump in the
number of children born mentally
retarded between 1950 and 1979. In
October 1979, security police confis
cated' a list of over 50 individuals who
had shown interest in forming such a
society.
In his letter, Dr. Statkevicius apolo
gized for the shabbiness of his penman
ship and paper, explaining that he had
to write in secret.
He called his confinement in a mental
hospital "with four habitual killers" a
travesty of Soviet justice, noting that his
allegedly slanderous remarks, such as
calling for an independent Lithuania or
expressing a negative view of Marxism,
were not violations of Soviet law or the
Soviet Constitution.
Dr. Statkevicius also revealed that
hospital authorities continue to threaten
him with longer confinement if he
refuses to work or complains to visiting
Moscow psychiatrists of his ill treat
ment.
The Lithuanian Information Center,
in issuing Dr. Statkevicius's letter,
noted that appeals for his release should
be sent to Soviet officials, U.S. Secre
tary of State Alexander Haig, Soviet
Ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin and the
American Psychiatric Association.

The strange case of Vasyl Spynenko
HELSINKI, Finland - There are
many Ukrainian political prisoners
sitting in Soviet jails, news about whom
never reaches the West. A story about
one such prisoner, who spent the last 15
years in the psychiatric hospital in
Makiyivka, Donetske oblast, recently
reached the West through Russian
samizdat channels, reported the Smoloskyp Ukrainian Information Service.
It is the story of 37-year-old Vasyl
Volodymyrovych Spynenko, who was
born on September 19, 1945, in Maki
yivka. After finishing high school he
enrolled in the Donetske State Univer
sity, where he wanted to study philo
sophy.
However, his college career ended
abruptly when he was expelled for

revisionism during his second semester.
Immediately after this episode, he was
called to serve in the army. The year was
1967.
While still at the university, Mr.
Spynenko wanted to organize a group
of young people that would look over
and discuss antiquated official philo
sophies of the state. This group was
called the Union of Intellectuals (Soyuz
і Intelektualiv).
Mr. Spynenko realized the futility of
Marxism and the necessity to form a
new philosophy that would answer the
needs of the people. It would be truly
scientific, unorthodox, able, to answer
questions on a broader intellectual
(Continued on page 16)

JERSEY CITY, N.J. -^ Over 150
Ukrainian refugees from Poland and
some from Ukraine currently living in
refugee camps outside of Vienna are
being helped by Vienna's Ukrainian
community and immigrant aid organi
zations in the United States and Cana
da.
Ukrainian filmmaker Yaroslav Kulynych, who recently visited the camps
with Lydia Savoyka of the U.S. Catho
lic Conference Migration Service, told
Svoboda on March 15 that most of the
refugees are well-educated, young
people who speak Ukrainian well.
Some, led by the Rev. Wasyl Buchek,
are from Bukovina, while others are
from Soviet Ukraine.
Along with Vienna's Ukrainian com
munity, which numbers about 70 to 80
people, the refugees are being assisted
by the United Ukrainian American

Relief Committee and the Canadian
Ukrainian Immigrant Aid Society, as
well as Ms. Savoyka's group and other
charitable organizations.
Ms. Savoyka, who also works for the
U.S. Immigration and Naturalization
Service, was in Poland to help the
refugees with emigration procedures.
Most wish to go to Canada or Australia.
Entry into the United States is extreme
ly difficult if not impossible, with
preference going to Soviet Jews.
Among the community leaders in
Vienna who are active in making the
refugees' wait as comfortable as possible
are Dr. Serhiy Naklovych and his wife,
Yadviga.
While in Austria, Mr. Kulynych
photographed and filmed scenes at the
refugee camps which may become part
of a documentary movie.
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Rep. Fenwick'sbid for Senate gets
boost from Ukrainian committee
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Ukrainian group hosts Rep. Dougherty

PHILADELPHIA - A cocktail
reception and meeting with Rep.
Charles Dougherty was held by Ukrai
IRVINGTON, N.J. - Ukrainian
nian Americans for Congressman
American backers of New Jersey sena
Dougherty on Wednesday, March 21,
torial hopeful Rep. Millicent Fenwick
at the Ukrainian Educational and
(R-Sth Dist.) met here on March 13 at
Cultural Center in Abington Township,
the Ukrainian Community Center to
a Philadelphia suburb.
mobilize support for her candidacy for
Opening remarks were made by two
the Republican nomination in the June
leading Ukrainian activists, Ulana
8 primary.
Mazurkevich, speaking in English, and
The meeting was sponsored by Ukrai
Alexandra Shwed, in Ukrainian. They
nian Americans for Fenwick, a newly
briefly outlined the help that Rep.
formed independent committee created
Dougherty has given Ukrainian causes
to assist the congress woman's cam
in Congress.
paign.
Dr. Chernyk, the head of the Ukrai
In his opening remarks, Dr. Ihor
nian Educational and Cultural Center,
Koszman, chairman of the committee,
extended his greetings to the congress
stressed the importance of Rep. Fen
man as did Dr. Nina Strokata-Кага–
wick's accomplishments in the field of
vansky.
human rights, mentioning her help in
Rep. Dougherty thanked all the
securing the release of Ukrainian dissi
Rep. Millicent Fenwick
people who had come to show their
dent Valentyn Moroz.
`
support for his candidacy. He empha
He also noted that Rep. Fenwick, Fenwick has worked hard to help low- sized his cooperation with the group of
who is 72 years old and was elected to income consumers with their problems, what he called the "battling Ukrainian
the House of Representatives in 1974, and the liberal Americans For Demo women," whom he first met over five
helped draft and win passage of the bill cratic Action usually have given her the
creating the congressional Commission highest rating, something few Republi
on Security and Cooperation in Europe cans ever get.
(CSCE) despite strong opposition from
Rep. Fenwick consistently receives
then-Secretary of State Henry Kissinger. similar ratings from business and labor
groups
such as the National Association
Always at the forefront of humanWASHINGTON - Rep. Bernard J.
rights causes, Rep. Fenwick initiated a of Businessmen and others.
Dwyer (D-N.J.), co-sponsor of House
joint congressional letter in March 1981
Other speakers at the meeting empha Concurrent Resolution 205 dealing
urging Soviet Ambassador Anatoly sized the need for increased Ukrainian with the anniversary of the Ukrainian
Dobrynin to work for the eventual participation in state primaries.
Helsinki Group, said in a March 18
release of Mykola Rudenko, impri
Daniel Marchishin, a member of the letter to Americans for Human Rights
soned co-founder of the Ukrainian committee, outlined the procedures for in Ukraine (AHRU) that he hopes
Helsinki Group.
voting in party primaries. Voters must positive action will be taken on the bill
Last November, she initiated a complete and submit a party affiliation in the House Foreign Affairs Commit
similar letter, eventually signed by over declaration form by April 19, he said, tee in the near future.
100 U.S. congressmen, protesting So adding that the forms will be provided
The resolution, which calls on Presi
by the committee.
viet persecution of the group.
dent Ronald Reagan to proclaim No
In addition to her human-rights
Participants at the meeting pledged vember 9 a day marking the formation
record, the four-term representative their support for Rep. Fenwick's cam of the group, moved out of the Sub
from one of the nation's most affluent paign for the Senate, and several signed committee on Human Rights and Inter
districts is also known for her efforts to Republican Party declarations making national Affairs on February 3.
curb government spending and on them eligible to vote in the primary on
Originally drafted to mark the fifth
behalf of procedural reform. Both as a June 8. The general election will be held anniversary of the Kiev-based group in
state official and congresswoman, Rep. on November 2.
1981, the legislation was rewritten to

years ago. If it were not for their efforts,
Rep. Dougherty said, the Ad Hoc
Congressional Committee for the Bal
tics and Ukraine, which now includes
over 100 congressmen, would never
have been formed. If everyone were
one-tenth as active as these women,
much more could be done for Ukrainian
causes, he said.
Regarding the coming elections, Rep.
Dougherty said they will not be easy
and that every vote can be a deciding
one. During the primaries, the voter
turnout is low, which means that a
small percentage of voters, like the
Ukrainian group can have a great
impact on the results of the elections.
Rep. Dougherty was presented a
Human Rights Award by Ms. Mazur
kevich for his work on behalf of Ukrai
nian dissidents and for human rights in
Ukraine.
The atmosphere of the evening was
enhanced by the flawless playing of
Halyna Mazurok-Reh on the piano.

Rep. Dwyer pass Helsinki resolution
provide for the anniversary this year.
In his correspondence with the
Newark-based AHRU, Rep. Dwyer
also included a copy of his statement
made during the February 3 session of
the human-rights subcommittee.
Calling the resolution "a powerful
diplomatic blow against the activities of
the Soviet Union," Rep. Dwyer went dn
to describe the 37 Ukrainian Helsinki
monitors as a "compelling threat to the
Soviets."
Besides calling for President Reagan
to press for the release of imprisoned
Helsinki monitors, the resolution also
"reaffirms the international humanrights commitments of the Soviet Union
as they affect all citizens of Ukraine who
(Continued on page 13)

Two years after fire, St. Michael's parish in Shenandoah ready to rebuild
SHENANDOAH, Pa. - Formal
groundbreaking ceremonies for the new
St. Michael's Church and rectory here
are scheduled for Easter Monday, April
12, at 2 p.m.
Archbishop-Metropolitan Stephen
Sulyk of the Ukrainian Catholic Archeparchy of Philadelphia, will officiate,
assisted by local clergy, at the ceremony
which will occur at the site of the
Byzantine-style church which was des
troyed by fire on Easter Monday two
years ago, at the corner of Oak and
Chestnut streets in the borough of
Shenandoah, in the heart of the anthra
cite coal region.
After the religious'service, a joyous
reception, dinner and program of
thanksgiving to God, will be held in
Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin
Mary Hall in Shenandoah. . \ .
On April 7, 1980, the church that
houses the mother parish of all Eastern
Rite churches in the United States was
completely leveled to the ground by the
ravages of fire. Lost in the conflagration
were priceless icons, religious objects
and stained glass, as well as the impos
ing structure with the towering golden
domes that'had graced the skyline of
Shenandoah since 1908.
Presently the congregation is utilizing
the first church building of the original
pioneers on West Centre Street which
was constructed in 1884, the year the
first Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church
was founded in the United States.
Design plans were finalized last fall
for the construction of the new church
and rectory. The goal of the Rev. John

Bura, pastor, and the parishioners, has
been to construct an impressive struc
ture, capturing the grace and beauty of
the Byzantine-style architecture charfacteristic of Eastern Rite churches. ,
The new church will be constructed of
white stone, with a contrasting light
blue roof. The nave of the church will
utilize an octagon shape, allowing for
laminated wooden beams to span the
interior, radiating from the dominant
central dome.
In addition to the sacristies, the altar
area, the nave and vestibule, the church
will also have a separate candle room, a
chapel and a choir loft.
Provisions have been made to pro
vide a walkway around the entire
exterior of the church for various
liturgical services.
Dominant in the church structure will
be the 77-foot-high central dome.
Surrounded by stained glass, with
interior lighting, the central dome will
he highlighted with a six-foot cross.
Exterior lighting will once again make
the central dome a landmark on the
Shenandoah skyline.'
On each side of the structure there
will be separate towers in which the
recast bells from the former church will
be placed. Each bell tower will also be
capped with golden dome. The side
towers will be 55 feet high.
The front of the church, which will
include a huge rose window shaped like
the one destroyed in the fire, will have
Byzantine arched carved doors accent
ed with intricate mosaic and stone
detailing. Besides the altar and ісопо–

stasis, the interior of the church will be
finished with icons, mosaics and stained
glass windows.
In addition to the main floor, the
basement will contain facilities for
parish functions, including an allpurpose hall, stage and kitchen.
The rectory will be built adjacent to
the church of similar stone building
materials. The rectory will harmonize
with the architecture of the church,
incorporating similar lines and style.
The entire complex will be heated by
a central heating plant which will utilize
anthracite coal as the source of fuel.

Father Bura and the committee were
determined to use locally produced
coal because of its practicality as well as
the special significance coal had in the
development of the parish.
The immigrants of the late 19th and
early 20th centuries settled in the Shenan
doah area to work in the mines, and
because of their toils, they contributed
to the rich history of St. Michael's
church.
It is estimated that both the church
and rectory will be completed within
one year once actual construction
commences.

Drawing of the new St. Mkhaeft Ukrainian Catholic Church and the adjacent
rectory to be built in Shenandoah, Pi.
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N.Y. Fraternal Congress meets; Flis re-elected to executive
NEW YORK - The 81st annual
meeting of the New York Fraternal
Congress (NYFC) was held at the New
York Statler Hotel on March 16 with 19
organizations, 32 delegates and 133
guests participating. During the con
clave many diverse aspects of fraternalism were explored by qualified fraternalists and insurance experts.
UNA delegates to the congress were
Supreme Vice President Mary Dushnyck and Supreme Advisor Askold
Lozynskyj. Also taking part were:
Supreme President John O. Flis, Su
preme Treasurer Ulana Diachuk, Su
preme Advisor Mykola Chomanczuk
and Dr. Jaroslaw Padoch, honorary
member of the UNA Supreme As
sembly.
Presiding at the meeting was W.
Perry Loftus, NYFC president for 198182. Mr. Loftus is affiliated with the
Woodmen of the World Life Insurance
Society.
The morning session opened with the
singing of the national anthem by
soprano Lucy Gregus, and greetings
from New Jersey and Pennsylvania
fraternal congress representatives. The
main speaker was then introduced by
Mr. Loftus.
AJvin S. Eglow, a CPA with the
firm of Koppelman and Eglow, not only
offered" pragmatic and down-to-earth
suggestions, but also had words of
warning for fraternals.
His opening statement was a shocker
- a prediction by the Fraternal Moni
tor in 1980 that at least one-third of our
fraternal societies will not survive the
1980s. And why not? Despite the fact
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Obituaries

Leontiy Krushelnytsky
NEW YORK - Leontiy Krushelnyt
sky, a lawyer in Stanyslaviv (now
Ivano-Frankivske), Ukraine, and a
choir director in Ukraine and abroad,
died here on Monday, March 22. He
was 76.
Mr. Krushelnytsky was the founder
and director of New York's Dumka
Chorus.
He is survived by his wife Lydia, son
Lubomyr and his family, and sister
Anna Nykyforiak and her family.
The funeral was held Friday, March
26, from St. George Ukrainian Catholic
Church to St. Andrew's Ukrainian
Orthodox Cemetery.

Ivanna Klymovsky
PHILADELPHIA - Ivanna Kly
movsky, the well-known Ukrainian
actress and humorist, who used the
stage and pen name of Yazychynska,
W. Perry Loftus (center), president of the New York Fraternal Congress for 1981- died here of a heart attack on Monday,
March 22
82, is seen with UNA officers John O. Flis and Mary Dushnyck.
She was born in Sambir, western
that net income is stable or even on the
Mr. Eglow said that the warning Ukraine, and in her youth was an active
increase, the membership income is signals to be heeded are: is the lodge or member of underground Plast. She was
sliding downward, as are the number of branch system deteriorating; are ope
imprisoned under the Polish govern
branches or lodges and certificates in rating costs too high; is enough being
force, One definition of a fraternal spent on fraternal benefits and pro ment during the wave of arrests in
Galicia in connection with events in
society is "one whose members are grams?
Carpatho-Ukraine.
working in unison to accomplish some
Provisions must be made for reasonable
Mrs. Klymovsky worked in the in
worthy objective and who for that expenditures and programs to justify a
dustrial
bank, Prombank, in Sambir
reason have banded together to care for, fraternal's existence. The IRS can take
during
all three occupations of western
to aid and to assist one another and to away a tax-exempt status unless frater
promote the common cause. Their work nals adhere to this definition. Are Ukraine.
For the last 15 years she worked
is at the same time of a beneficial and certificates in force decreasing or re
fraternal character because they aim to maining stable? What is the answer? - entertaining, appearing on stages in the
United States and Canada, as well as in
improve."
(Continued on page 13)
England and Paris.
She was a member of OMUS, an
association of Ukrainian stage actors.
A panakhyda was scheduled to be
celebrated on Friday, March 26, and the
Ukrainian Rhode Island Heritage District Committee. Also elected were: funeral on Saturday, March 27, at
Group, has initiated a campaign to raise Osyp Vynnytsky, vice chairman; Mr. Archangel Michael Ukrainian Catholic
money for Ukrainians in Poland in Diachyshyn, secretary; Paul Dubas, Church outside of Philadelphia.
Mrs. Klymovsky is survived by her
conjunction with the Ukrainian Na treasurer; and Oleksandra Dolnytsky,
husband Yaroslav.
tional Association. He requested indivi organizing chairman.
duals, branches or groups to combine
Mrs. Dolnytsky also agreed to serve
efforts to raise money for this cause.
as the district's delegate to the branch of
The district took part in heritage the Ukrainian Canadian Committee.
NEW YORK - Eustachiy Manat
programs during the past year where Michael Diduch was re-elected as the
sky, a long-time Ukrainian community
Ukrainian culture was presented to the second delegate to the UCC branch.
American public.
The meeting participants also voted activist and participant of Ukraine's
After the meeting a buffet reception to create the position of press chairman liberation struggle died here at age 80 on
on
the district's executive board and Monday, March 22
was hosted by Eugenia Hardink who
Mr. Manatsky, a former political
Adolph Hladylovych was elected to fill
was assisted by Irene Sarachmon.
it. Elected to the executive board as inmate in Polish prisons, was chairman
Meeting participants expressed dis members at large were Vera Banit,
of the Berezhanska Zemlia Committee,
appointment that Supreme Organizer Evhenia Lesiuk, Michael Karpinsky
secretary of UNA Branch 194, delegate
Wasyl Orichowsky could not attend as and Mykola Pereyma.
to several UNA conventions and on
had been planned because his car broke
executive
board member of the SelfThe new auditing committee is head
down.
ed by Mykola Andrukhiv, and its Reliance Association. He was active in
members are Mr. Hladylovych and many other Ukrainian organizations as
Petro Kiryk.
well.
Montreal
He is survived by a daughter, Dr.
In connection with the upcoming
MONTREAL - Montreal's UNA 30th UNA Convention, the district
Maria Huk and grandchildren Dana,
District Committee held its annual approved the following recommenda Roma and Dr. Stepan.
meeting here at the headquarters of the tion: "The Ukrainian National Associa
The funeral liturgy was held Satur
Ukrainian National Federation on tion should be an apolitical fraternal day, March 27, at St. George Ukrai
Monday, March 8.
organization, and it should aid all nian Catholic Church. Interment was at
The meeting was conducted by the Ukrainian organizations without re the Gate of Heaven Cemetery.
chairperson of the district, Tekla Moroz. gard to the political views of its mem
Secretary Osyp Diachyshyn took the bers."
minutes.
In addition, the meeting participants
In her remarks, Mrs. Moroz spoke voted to recommend to the by-laws
HAMTRAMCK, Mich. - Eugene
about the difficulties encountered in committee at the convention that dis Gut-Kulchytsky, a retired engineer
trying to organize new members for the trict committees he recognized in the known for his involvement with the
Ukrainian National Association. One by-laws and that the maximum age for
Plast Ukrainian youth organization and
reason for this, she said, is the fact that persons wishing to obtain whole-life in the Ukrainian community, died here
many Ukrainian families are moving insurance be dropped from 79 to 75.
on Tuesday, March 23. He was 78.
out of Quebec.
District members pointed out that
. Mr. Gut-Kulchytsky was an editor of
She called on all branch officers, mail delivery of the Svoboda daily is
various Plast publications, translator of
especially secretaries, and on conven still very irregular and they voted to ask scouting literature and a contributing
tion delegates to increase their organiz the Supreme Assembly to take this
writer to many Ukrainian newspapers,
ing efforts in order to enroll as many matter up with Canadian postal au among them the Svoboda daily.
new members as possible during the thorities.
The funeral was held Saturday,
pre-convention organizing campaign.
After adjournment of the meeting,
March 27, from the Immaculate Con
Mrs. Moroz was subsequently re- discussions on various topics continued
ception Ukrainian Catholic Church to
elected chairman of the Montreal over refreshments.
the Mt. Eliot Cemetery.

UNA district committees meet
Woonsocket
WOONSOCKET, R.I. - Leon Наг–
dink was elected chairman of the Woon
socket UNA District Committee at its
meeting Sunday, March 14, at St.
Michael's Ukrainian Orthodox Church
parish hall. The Woonsocket District is
composed of six branches in Woon
socket, Providence and Pawtucket,
R.I., and Taunton, Mass.
The meeting opened with a prayer led
by the Rev. Myron Oryhon. Mr. Наг–
dink requested a moment of silence for
departed members and then welcomed
30 members. He stressed the impor
tance of new members to the Ukrainian
National Association and asked all
secretaries to work a little harder.
Joining Mr. Hardink on the newly
elected board are: John Danyluk
(Branch 93), first vice chairman; Mi
chael Popowych (Branch 122), second
vice chairman; Dmytro Wasylyk
(Branch 73), Ukrainian-language secre
tary; Anthony Kamfornik (Branch
241), English-language secretary; and
Janet Bardell (Branch 177), treasurer.
The auditing committee includes
John Laba (Branch 177), Dmytro
Sarachmon (Branch 206) and George
Trenkler (Branch 93).
The district's convention delegates
also attended the meeting. They are
Messrs. Hardink and Sarachmon of
Branch 206, Mr. Laba of Branch 177
and Helen Trenkler of Branch 93.
Reports were given by the secretary
and treasurer, and accepted.
Several discussions were held. The
main discussion was on the proposed
merger of the Ukrainian National
Association and the Ukrainian Frater
nal Association. Also discussed were
conditions at Soyuzivka.
Mr. Sarachmon, president of the

Eustachiy Manatsky

Eugene Gut-Kulchytsky
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U.S. at Madrid: "Brezhnev Doctrine is a danger to peace"
because the stakes for us are the bless
ings of peace. These are stakes too
precious for us to abandon. We there
fore work to preserve the process. We
work in spite of the frustrations, the
disappointment, the lengthy meetings,
the argumentation, and even the occa
sional personal calumnies that regret
tably appear to be an inevitable part of
Our meeting in Madrid hat been a the exchange.
The objective of our effort is peace.
difficult one. The current session which
Peace is a complicated idea. It is the
we are now closing has been a particu
larly sad one. The disturbing vibrations supreme achievement of statesmanship.
emanating from East-West tensions In one limited sense, it is the absence of
have clearly affected our deliberations. war, and that in itself is e cherished goal.
We end this phase of our meetings today But in an important sense, however, it
fully conscious that the Helsinki pro must be more than that. It must be a
network of relationships based on
cess is in danger.
Our meeting opened in September order, on cooperation, and on law if it is
1980 under the shadow of the Soviet to be lasting.
History, I am confident, will pro
invasion of Afghanistan and the con
tinued armed occupation of that nation. claim the Helsinki Final Act as one of
Each passing week of that meeting and our century's most important mile
of the main meeting which began in stones on the path to peace. Its distinc
November of that year brought with it tion is that it has established a set of
new .tensions as we perceived Soviet standards, attested to by the signatures
behavior which could only be inter of all our heads of state, whose fulfill
preted as disdain, if not defiance, of the ment is indispensable to the achieve
ment of peace.
Helsinki Final Act.
Our modern age of diplomacy has
Soviet repression of humanrightshas
taken place on a scale unsurpassed in been characterized by the striving for
recent years. During the period of our arms control agreements. These are
Madrid sessions there have been at least important. On our own agenda has been
248 new political arrests, most of them a conference on confidence-building
individuals attempting to exercise their measures to deal with our concerns over
religious rights. Fifty-two members of surprise military attack. Conscientious
the Soviet Helsinki watch committees observance of the Helsinki Final Act,
are in prison or in internal exile, IS of however, may well prove to be of
them having been imprisoned since we greater importance in the search for
peace. The disarmament agreements
began our deliberations.
Even while Soviet delegates here were after the first world war did not prevent
proclaiming their government's alle the second world war. The SALT I
giance to the human contacts provisions agreement and the SALT II negotia
of Basket III, emigration from the tions did not prevent the worst decade
Soviet Union kept declining drastically. of the Cold War or halt the extraordi
Last month, for example, fewer than nary build-up of the world's nuclear
300 Jews were allowed to leave the arsenal. We must seize every opportu
Soviet Union, the lowest number in the nity to negotiate for arms control and
arms reduction. But the achievement of
last 12 years.
peace requires more.
The jamming of broadcasts has been
The unique ingredient of the Helsinki
intensified — a defiance of the Act, but
a useless and a costly gesture in the face Final Act is that it reflects the integrated
of the knowledge that oppressors can no totality of our relationships. The com
longer be hidden from the eyes of the mitment to human rights, which all of
us assumed in 1975, is as necessary to
outside world.
And then there was Poland. During peace as is our commitment to respect
one
another's borders and to refrain
the first week of this phase of our
meetings, a month ago, nearly 20 from the use of force against any state.
foreign ministers spoke here, the largest The emphasis for the act on cultural and
such gathering since the Helsinki agree scientific exchange, human contacts,
ment was signed in 1975. However trade, emigration and the reunification
differently and eloquently they chose of families represents essential compo
their words, their message was the same: nents in the weaving of the fabric of
The Soviet Union and the Polish peace.
authorities must respect and adhere to
The standards of the Helsinki Final
their commitments under the Helsinki Act are based on the principle that the
Final Act if this meeting is to attain its human being is the center of it all. Our
objectives.
quest for peace is to preserve the human
It is no wonder that we have been being and the civilization he is continu
unable to proceed with our work on a ing to build. Alexander Solzhenitsyn
substantive and balanced concluding said it this way:
"It is high time to remember that we
document. The citizens of my country
and of many others question the wis belong first and foremost to humanity,
dom, the desirability and the responsi and that man has separated himself
bility of accepting new Helsinki Final from the animal world by thought and
Act promises from those who do not by speech. These, naturally, should be
free. If they are put in chains, we shall
live up to their old promises of 1975.
But the conflict and the tension and return to the state of animals."
All of us and our societies fall short of
the disdain are not all that can be said
about our meeting. We are making a our aspirations. We grow by stretching
decision today to bring this phase of our to reach them. Our own delegation has
meeting to an end. But we are also noted our own shortcomings. We have
making a decision to reconvene on not hidden our faults. But we strive to
November 9, and that is significant. We fulfill our responsibilities to our ideals
do so, I suggest, because we appreciate and to the Helsinki Final Act, and we
the value of our dialogue. Our dis are immensely proud of our accom
cussions are important in themselves. plishments.
Understanding does not always pro
We are pleased at the fruits of our
duce agreement, but agreement is not economic system, even with its occa
possible without prior understanding.
sional inadequacies; and we have confi
We.talk here, we have stayed here, we dence in our political and social systems.
will return here, we try, we propose, we We know our strengths. We also know
decry, and we try again. We do so that six decades after a revolution that

Following is the text of remarks by
Max Kampelman. chairman of the U.S.
delegation to the Madrid Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe,
delivered at the concluding plenary
session on March 12. The Madrid
Conference recessed that day, and it is
scheduled to resume in November.

promised bread and freedom, the Soviet
Union and its people enjoy neither. The
search for a more abundant life for the
many in the Soviet Union has yielded to
the accumulation of military, political
and police power in the hands of a few.
We need no walls, no rigid bureau
cratic regulations, no threats of punish
ments to keep our people from leaving
our shores. Millions come to us to
become American citizens. I suspect
that those who build walls of brick and
paper know full well that a large
number of their citizens would choose
our way of life, the way of democracy
and liberty, were they given the chance.
Our differing systems, Mr. Chair
man, are realities with which we live and
with which we must learn to continue
to live. The Helsinki Final Act recog
nizes that we must interrelate with one
another in peace. The competition
between the systems, to the extent that it
exists, must be one without violence if
our objectives of peace and security are
to be achieved. Our deep concern is that
Soviet behavior puts in doubt its com
mitment to this essential ingredient of
the Helsinki Final Act's formula for
peace.
A few days ago, the distinguished
head of the Yugoslav delegation made
an impressive talk here, a portion of
which made an important contribution
to this discussion. In referring to the
Yalta Agreement, he said that the
Helsinki Final Act establishes a prin
ciple which rejects the notion of "spheres
of influence." On New Year's Day,
President Mitterrand of France, in a
similar message, stated that it was time
to consider "getting out of Yalta."
Historians frequently refer to the
"myth" of Yalta. They say that to equate
Yalta with spheres of influence is to
misread history. The Yalta Agreement
was based on the assumption that the
peoples of Eastern Europe were to be
guaranteed free elections so that they
might choose their own governments
and those governments would then be
free to select their own alliances. That
did not take place.
The partition of Europe along prede
termined lines cannot and should not
become a permanent part of our geopo
litics. The myth of Yalta, together with
its concomitant so-called "Brezhnev
Doctrine," is a danger to peace. It
stands in the way of necessary peaceful
change and can only, if it remains,
produce later upheavals which will
threaten our stability, in the East as well
as in the West. Change will come. Its
winds will reach us as inevitably as do
the winds of the seasons. It will come to
the East as it comes to all of us, because
life requires change. The great challenge
is whether that change can come peace
fully.
The provisions of the Helsinki Final
Act were accepted by all 35 of us here,
signed individually by each state. There
was no separate set of undertakings
based on whether we were East or West.
There were no two standards. The
sovereignty recognized by the act was
the sovereignty of 35 nations whose
independence was not modified by
"spheres of influence."
Those of us who have faith in our
societies and have a commitment to
peace must find ways to harmonize with
one another as we strive to accommo
date our systems to the movements of
civilization. I suggest that orthodox
rigidities, ponderous military machines,
and nightmarish fears produce heavy
weights which inhibit the movement
toward harmonization and accommo
dation so necessary for peace. Those
s о imprisoned by their immobility will
be condemned by history.

Rulers who fear the people they
govern end up fearing one another,
fearing their nightmares, fearing the
unknown, fearing the future, fearing for
themselves and their states. They then
try to instill fear in others. But fear does
not produce loyalty. Affection and
pride in one's government and in ones
society must be earned by respect, not
by fear. Peace cannot evolve in an
atmosphere of fear. That, too, is a
lesson implicit in the Helsinki Final Act.
The striving for economic and social
liberty is on the agenda of the 20th and
21st centuries; it joins the striving for
political liberty which began in the 18th
and 19th centuries and continues today
on its steady path. To believe that the
economic and social needs of people can
be achieved without political liberty, or
that bread and circuses will satisfy
peoples and make them forget about
their need for liberty, is to make a
serious miscalculation. To believe that
political liberty can survive alongside
economic and social deprivation is to be
guilty of a similar grievous error. My
own government is fully aware that
these .political, social and economic
goals are complementary. To regard
them as antithetical undermines and
endangers our search for peace.
I dwell upon this because of a real
concern that must be aired and con
sidered. Those heavily influenced by the
teachings of Lenin look upon the
interests of the East and the West as
irreconcilable. This belief in historic
"irreconcilability" is incompatible with
the stark reality of the nuclear age. I
suggest that it requires earnest reconsi
deration. We reject the notion that
world peace can be assured only after
^just wars." To believe that only the
ultimate defeat of capitalism, which will
require violence, can bring about a `just
peace" is in effect to challenge the
Helsinki Final Act and to threaten
world peace.
We for ourselves cannot accept
declarations of peace as genuine if they
are accompanied by a belief in the
doctrine that war is a law of history and
that there is a duty to prepare for,
encourage and fight that war to in
evitable victory over the existing order.
That philosophy is inconsistent with the
objectives and principles of the Helsinki
Final Act. It has no place in a world
envisaged by the act. It certainly has no
place in a nuclear age. It is a threat to
our security and to peace.
I conclude, Mr. Chairman, with some
frank observations about the future of
our meeting and the prospects for
agreement when we reconvene in No
vember.
The concerns of many of us have been
fully expressed. The transgressions
against the Helsinki Final Act which
have led to our current impasse have
been fully documented. The only re
sponse has been an attempt to drown
this conference with empty exhorta
tions to work. But the sole objective of
these urgings has been to make us forget
the oppressive reality that has been
imposed upon us by the Soviet Union.
We do not forget that our commitment
to genuine security and cooperation in
Europe does not permit us to be lured
by offers of easy but empty agreement,
an agreement that would be dishonored
at the moment of its signing.
The objective of the American dele
gation is to achieve agreement if we can
thereby strengthen and advance our
mutual security and our objective of
peace and cooperation in Europe. We
patiently await developments; we await
concrete actions; only these will justify our renewed energies toward agreement
(Continued on page 14)
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Graham's folly
Much to our dismay, evangelist Billy Graham, known for his
barnstorming crusades around this country, has agreed to go to
Moscow in May to attend something with the improbable and
overblown title of "World Conference: Religious Workers for Saving
the Sacred Gift of Life From Nuclear Catastrophe."
Mr. Graham's decision to accept an invitation from Russian
Orthodox Patriarch Pimen has come under fire from various religious
and political circles, the main argument being that his presence could
help legitimize what many experts feel will be a nothing more than a
Soviet propaganda extravaganza. Moreover, many religious leaders
seem to believe, and rightfully so, that attending an anti-nuclear,
religious forum in a country that is officially atheistic, keeps thousands
of Christians in irons, and has thousands of nuclear warheads pointed
at Europe is morally indefensible.
Mr. Graham, it seems, disagrees. In a recent interview on NBC's
Today show, Mr. Graham pooh-poohed tbe notion that he may be.
walking, Bible-in-hand, into a propaganda ambush. Speaking in tones
better suited for the pulpit, he said that his trip would help foster
understanding between the American and Soviet peoples, both of
whom dread the possibility of nuclear holocaust.
With all due respect, we feel that Mr. Graham may have
overestimated the persuasiveness of his oratory and his charisma, and
underestimated the Soviet knack for exploiting legitimate concerns for
long-term political mileage.
First, there is little doubt that the Soviets have helped cultivate the
mushrooming, grass-roots anti-nuclear movement in the United
States and, particularly, in Western Europe. Moscow, keenly aware
that, unlike its own stodgy privilegentsia, Western politicians remain
accountable to their constituencies, is extremely adept at putting the
bellows to the flames of popular discontent and thereby sending
anxious politicians scampering onto the ban-the-bomb bandwagon.
Ever eager to tap into popular anti-government sentiment in the West,
the Kremlin appears to be trying to wrest the peace initiative card out
of Washington's hand (after all, it was President Ronald Reagan who
proposed the Strategic Arms Reduction Talks last November) and put
the United States in a position to suffer the moral contumely already
being heard for its desire to attain little more than nuclear parity with
the Soviets. What stymies us is why Mr. Graham and others cannot see
that the World Conference: Religious Workers for Saving the Sacred
Gift of Life From Nuclear Catastrophe is nothing more than another
log on the fire?
It should also be noted that the Soviet peace offensive and the
burgeoning anti-nuclear movement is beginning to distract Western
politicians, hitherto preoccupied with Poland, chemical warfare in
Afghanistan and Southeast Asia, and leftist guerrillas in El Salvador.
Merely a coincidence? We think not.
As to the other gravamen of our objection to Mr. Graham's visit to
Moscow, the well-documented absence of religious freedom in the
USSR, we need only point to the disheartening number of Ukrainian
Catholics, Baptists, Pentecostals and Jews rotting in Soviet jails,
mental hospitals and labor camps for attempting to freely practice
their religion.
Does Mr. Graham seriously believe that his hellfire-and-brimstone
message will have even a marginal impact on the hand-picked audience
of government toadies that will doubtlessly fill the pews in Moscow's
Orthodox Cathedral or Baptist church, or make life easier for all those
religious prisoners? The Reagan administration doesn4 think so and
neither do we. It has been reported that the Reagan people are not too
thrilled with Mr. Graham's decision to go to Moscow. Mr. Graham
apparently turned down a suggestion that while in Moscow he raise the
issue of emigration rights for the Vashchenkos, the Soviet Pentecostals
who have been living in the U.S. Embassy for nearly four years.
Perhaps Mr. Graham feels it would be un-Christian to offend his hosts
by mentioning their egregious violations of religious and human
rights.
For all these reasons we feel that Mr. Graham should seriously
consider scrapping his ill-conceived Moscow mission and busy himself
with the more realistic task of preaching the word of God in places
where his message will have a meaningful impact. We see nothing
constructive at all coming from his trip; in fact, it may ultimately work
to compromise America and undermine Mr. Graham's credibility. It is
sheer folly to believe otherwise.
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Anti-Defamation League scores methods
used by OSI in naturalization trials
PHILADELPHIA - The Ukrai
nian Anti-Defamation League has
called for an investigation into the
methods used by the Justice Depart
ment's Office of Special Investiga
tions in its handling of denaturalization cases against persons alleged to
have been implicated in Nazi activi
ties.
In a March 16 letter sent to Rep.
Romano L Mazzoli (D-Ky.), chair
man of the House Judiciary Commit
tee, Rep. Dan E. Lungren (R-Calif.),
a member of that committee; and
-Rep. Jim Leach (R-Iowa), a member
of the Foreign Affairs Committee, as
well as to all Pennsylvania congress
men, the league contends that "the
methods employed by the Office of
Special Investigations, presently
directed by Allan A. Ryan, are
contrary to the basic historical prin
ciples of American law."
Citing the problems related to the
use of Soviet-supplied evidence in
such proceedings, the Ukrainian
Anti-Defamation League writes:
"We are certain that once you hear
the facts you will insist that the
concepts of due process and basic
fairness require a change in the
methods used by the Office of Spe
cial Investigations."
The letter is signed by Alexandra
Shwed and Nila Pawliuk, UADL copresidents, and by Roman Koropey,
the group's legal counsel.
League spokesmen have urged
Ukrainians to send similar tetters to
their congressmen.
The full text of the UADL's letter
follows.
tti

We are writing to inform you of
and to seek your assistance in resolv
ing a problem involving the basic
principles of the American judicial
system and American citizenship.
In 1978 Congress enacted Public
Law No. 95-549, which amended the
Immigration and Nationality Act to
allow the government to bring denaturalization suits against individuals
who participated in the persecution
of any person in association with the
Nazi government or any of its allies.
We strongly believe that the great
tragedy of war crimes should never
be forgotten and that no civilized
nation should ever again tolerate the
base inhumanity of the Nazi regime.
In 1979 then Attorney General
Benjamin R. Civiletti ordered the
creation of a special investigation
unit in the Criminal Division of the
Department of Justice to remedy
immigration violations under Public
Law No. 95-549. We presume that it
was the intent of Congress that any
such enforcement activity would be
conducted within our constitutional
framework and include the funda
mental protections of due process
and right to counsel. Unfortunately,
the methods employed by the Office
of Special Investigations, presently
directed by Allan A. Ryan, are
contrary to the basic historical prin
ciples of American law. For example,
we would like to bring the following
to your attention.

ж The Office of Special Investiga
tions and tbe Justice Department
have apparently negotiated an agree
ment with officials of the Soviet
Union for the submission of evidence
in these proceedings, but refuse to
make the terms of this agreement
known to either those being prose
cuted or to the American public.
" The Office of Special Investiga
tions is expending large sums of
money to collect Soviet evidence for
use in denaturalization proceedings.
The defendants do not have such
funds and do not have access to the
sources of the evidence. Consider the
remarks of Judge Roettger of the
United States District Court for
Southern Florida who stated in one
of these proceedings:
"(N) ever...has the court seen the
government indulge in such ex
penses...Such expenses of the tax
payers' treasure and talent have, not
occurred in this court's...serious
prosecutions..."
^ The defendants in these proceed
ings are denied a jury trail.
e The proceedings initiated by the
Office of Special Investigations
involve the use of videotaped deposi
tions and other evidence procured
from the Soviet Union. The defen
dant, even if he could afford to do so,
has no opportunity to examine So
viet archives and no access to any
evidence contrary to that which the
Soviet authorities decide to make
available. The defendant's only pro
tection is the cross-examination of
the Soviet-supplied witnesses pur
suant to Soviet criminal law.
о As can be seen from a reading of
any of the transcripts or newspaper
accounts of the denaturalization
proceedings, the proceedings are
inevitably conducted in a highly
emotional atmosphere. It is abso
lutely critical to maintain a consistent
and fair application of basic constitu
tional rights in these situations.
We are deeply concerned that the
proceedings being initiated by the
Office of Special Investigations have
gone farther than Congress ever
imagined. The emotional interest of
vindicating or gaining retribution for
the injustices performed by the Nazis
should not be confused with the
congressional intent behind Public
Law No. 95-549, which is to strip a
war criminal of his ill-gotten Ameri
can citizenship. While the law con
cerning denaturalization proceed
ings is understandably complex, the
Justice Department must operate
within a predictable framework.
We urge you and your colleagues
to insist on an inquiry into how the
Office of Special Investigations is
handling these matters. We are
certain that, once you hear the facts
you will insist that the concepts of'
due process and basic fairness re
quire a change in the methods used
by the Office of Special Investiga
tions.
If you desire any additional infor
mation, please feel free to contactus.
We would appreciate your help.

Remember our brothers in need
You may forward your contribution to help our needy
fellow Ukrainians in Poland to your pastor: to the
Philadelphia Ukrainian Catholic Archeparchy,^8T5 N.
Franklin St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19123; or to the Ukrainian
National Association, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey City, N.J.
07302.
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Ukrainians in Canada: a legacy of contributions
by Sen. Paul Yuzyk
Mow is the full text of the inaugural
response delivered by Sen. Raul Yuzyk
after he was awarded a Ph. D. honoris
causa from the Ukrainian Free Univer
sity in Munich in recognition of his
contributions to the educational, cul
tural and political progress of Ukrai
nians in Canada.
I have traversed the Atlantic Ocean to
receive the degree of doctor of philo
sophy (honoris causa) because I consi
der it a great honor to be recognized by
a university that had to and has to
struggle at great odds to keep alive an
independent center of Ukrainian studies.
We in the free and democratic countries
are fully aware that the total educa
tional system of Ukraine, which has
been occupied and dominated by the
Soviet Russian regime since 1920, is
totally subordinated to Russian Com
munist and imperialist goals and pro
grams imposed by coercion and intimi
dation.
Recognizing that freedom and demo
cracy will survive only under an educa
tional system devoted unservingly to the
pursuit of true knowledge, it is to the
everlasting credit of the Bavarian
government for having accommodated
and given financial support and legal
status on the par with German state
universities to the Ukrainian Free
University in Munich.
Proud record
This institution has a proud record.
Many of the university's faculty staff
have taken positions in universities,
colleges and other higher educational
institutions in the United States of
America, Canada and other countries
of the world, where they have attained
distinguished careers and in several
cases have helped to establish Ukrai
nian studies in language, literature,
history and culture. Several hundred
graduates with master's or doctor's
degrees have found important positions
in the educational systems, the civil
service and the professions in North
America, Europe and elsewhere.
I am indeed happy to join the exclu
sive circle of those who have been
awarded honorary doctor degrees,
among whom are also such outstanding
Canadian scholars as Profs. Watson
Kirkconnell and George W. Simpson
and the great statesman, Prime Minister
John G. Diefenbaker, an ardent defen
der of Ukraine^ freedom and state
hood. These men have had a profound

Sen. Paul Yuzyk

influence on the course of my life and
therefore I am greatly indebted to them.
90th anniversary
I have been honored on the occasion
of the 90th anniversary of Ukrainian
settlement in Canada, which inciden
tally coincides with the 60th anniversary
of the Ukrainian Free University. Being
the son of pioneer settlers, who came in
1910 from the western Ukrainian pro
vince of Galicia, then under AustriaHungary, to the wheat-growing pro
vince of Saskatchewan, I not only
witnessed the rapid progress of my
people in all walks of Canadian life but
actively participated in many commu
nity and group activities, and as well
wrote the first histories in the English
language of this ethnic group, focusing
separately on the two traditional
Churches — the Ukrainian Catholic
and the Ukrainian Orthodox, which are
the backbone of the Ukrainian identity
and survival.
Ukrainian population
To mark the occasion, I would like to
synopsize the main achievements. As we
still do not have Canadian census
statistics for 1981, based on the 1971
census of 580,000 Ukrainians in Canada '
and the proportional growth over the
last two decades, I am estimating that at
the present time there is a Ukrainian
population of approximately 700,000,
forming approximately 2.5 percent of
the total Canadian population. They
constitute over 10 percent of the three
prairie provinces of Manitoba, Saskat
chewan and Alberta, where there im
pact is most evident.
When in 1941 they were 66 percent
rural and 34 percent urban, in 1981 they
will probably be 25 percent rural and 75
percent urban, showing that Ukrainians
conform with modern trends in Cana
dian society. About 90 percent are
Canadian-born, now concentrated in
the cities of Winnipeg (Manitoba),
Toronto (Ontario), Edmonton (Al
berta), Montreal (Quebec), etc.
10 million acres
The outstanding and everlasting
contribution of the Ukrainian pioneer
settlers is the bringing under cultivation
of vast areas of virgin soil in the
Canadian West and the bringing of
civilization and prosperity to the spa
cious, hitherto unsettled regions, roved
by the Indians and the buffalo.
Its significance can be better fath
omed if a comparison were made. The
Ukrainians brought under cultivation
considerably more land (my estimate is
approximately 10 million acres or 4
million hectares) in seven decades, than
the 10 times more numerous French
Canadians in Quebec (over 5 million
acres or 2 million hectares) in over 300
years.
The Ukrainian farmers have left to
their eternal glory over 100 Ukrainian
place names in this vast territory, for
example, Ukraine, Komarno, Senkiw,
Petlura in Manitoba; Tarnopol, Dnie
per, Borshchow, Sokal in Saskatche
wan; Myrnam, New Kiev, Shandro and
Stry in Alberta!
Agriculture has been bringing tre
mendous prosperity to Canada, making
the Ukrainians co-builders and partners
with the British and French elements ip
all aspects of Canadiani`Kfe. `',

Economic activities

Since the Ukrainian pioneer settlers
before World War I were preponderant
ly peasants, over half of whom were
illiterate, at first there was little pro
gress in business, industry and the
professions. Gradually, small stores,
shoe-repair shops, barber shops, bake
ries, etc., began to spread and some
cooperative ventures ended in failure.
It was not until the Canadian-born
generation moved on the scene after
World War I that the professions began
to expand and larger economic enter
prises pushed ahead. Today the Ukrai
nians are keeping abreast with modern
development in most fields of economic
activity. They now own and operate
large grocery-chains, furniture factories
and stores, gold and uranium mines, oil
and gas companies, computer and
electronic firms, large chains of credit
unions for savings and investments,
mortgage and trust companies, etc. The
recently published "A Statistical Com
pendium on the Ukrainians in Canada,
1891-1976," (834 pages) provides much
authentic information for a fuller study
in this field.
Ukrainian culture
Ukrainian settlement in Canada
brought with it the transplanting of
their distinctive culture. Byzantine-style
churches with shining bulbous domes,
upder which were sung and chanted a
different and more majestic liturgy,
made their appearance in the cities,
villages and rural districts of Canada.
Their religious and national costumes
were new and strange to the Canadian
population. Their choral music and
swift-moving folk-dances in picturesque
costumes were perhaps the first to
attract the enthusiastic applause of
Canadian audiences and maintained
their popularity.
Almost equally impressive were the
Ukrainian handicrafts, such as the
multicolored and exquisitely designed
Easter eggs, and embroidery, as well as
the intricate pattern of wood-carving.
The flavorful and nutritious foods such
as borshch, pyrohy-varenyky, holubtsi,
studynets, kovbasa-sausage, etc., were
gradually adopted by other Canadians
and sold in large departmental stores.
Ukrainian Canadian literature, both
in Ukrainian and in English, mirrors the
life and sentiments of the people as they
adapted themselves to the new country
and to the new and changing condi
tions. A large amount of Ukrainian
literature - poetry, prose, plays,
dramas, novels, history, essays, etc., has
been produced in this country in many
forms.
Ukrainian weekly newspapers Ukrainian Voice, Canadian Farmer,
New Pathway, Basilian Press - have
been the publishers in Ukrainian, while
Canadian publishing houses such as the
University of Toronto Press, Мас–
millan, University of Ottawa. Press,
Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Stu
dies and others have published impor
tant books on and by Ukrainians in
English.
Of the many distinguished authors, I
shall only mention Elias Kiriak's saga of
three generations of the life of a pioneer
family in Alberta, also translated into
English, titled "Sons of the Soil."
Anthologies and histories of Ukrai
nian literature in Canada are available,
having some impact on Canadian litera
ture. There have also been several

histories of the Ukrainian Canadians
and studies of their cultural life.
Education
The substantial progress that has
been made by the Ukrainian Canadians
in education and public relations is
paramountly the work of the Ukrai
nian Canadian Committee, a coordinat-1
ing body of some 30 nationwide or
ganizations, excluding the pro-Com
munist element. Founded in 1940 dur
ing World War II, triennial congresses
of elected delegates have been held to
hammer out policies for the ethnic
group and elect a national executive and
presidium for administrative purposes.
Under its control is the Tares Shevchenko Foundation, which funds nu
merous cultural projects, allocating
over S 100,000 annually. Through the
efforts of the Ukrainian Canadian
Committee, Ukrainian studies in lan
guage, literature and history were
instituted at the B.A. and M.A. levels at
the universities of Saskatchewan, Mani
toba, Alberta, Toronto and also at the
Ph.D. level at the universities of
Ottawa, Alberta and Toronto.
The Ukrainian language and in some
cases literature is taught as an optional
subject in the public and high school
systems, from Grade 1 to 12 in Alberta,
Saskatchewan, Manitoba and in sec
ondary schools in Toronto.
Occasionally Ukrainian programs
appear on CBC television (a crown
corporation) and more often on private
television networks, and this applies to
radio. However, Ukrainians transmit
their radio programs on a larger scale in
Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa, Winnipeg,
Saskatoon and Edmonton.
Political achievements
Probably the most important crite
rion of the integration of any group into
Canadian society and life is its active
participation in politics and public life.
In this respect the Ukrainians are far in
advance of the non-British, non-French
groups, electing more than all the others
of the third element combined.
Without giving names, as this would
be a long list, to date there have been 91
Ukrainian members of the provincial
Legislative Assemblies, of which 20
have succeeded in becoming cabinet
ministers of different parties.
Of the 26 Ukrainians who have been
elected to the House of Commons four
have attained federal cabinet portfolios:
Michael Starr (P.C.), Ontario, minister
of labor (1957-63); Norman A. Cafik
(Lib), Ontario minister of multiculturalism (1977-9); Ramon J. Hnatyshyn
(PC), Saskatchewan (1979) and Ste
ven E. Paproski (P.C.), Alberta, mi
nister of fitness, amateur sport and
multiculturalism (1979).
There have been five senators, thus
making a total of 121 Ukrainian parlia
mentarians by the end of 1981.
A very significant achievement in the
political sphere was the appointment of
Dr. Stephen Worobetz, physician of
Saskatoon, as the lieutenant-governor,
of Saskatchewan (1969-76), the repre
sentative of the crown.
As Canadians of Ukrainian origin
have been graduating from universities,
colleges, technical and vocational
schools and other educational institu
tions, they have been increasingly
entering administrative branches of the
(Coctinncd on page IS)''.'
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Ukrainian women organize nationwide conference to be held in the fall
by Anisa Handzia Sawyckyj
NEW YORK - Ukrainian women
from across the United States have
responded enthusiastically to the pros
pect of the Ukrainian Women's Confe
rence, slated for October 2-3, at Soyuzivka.
This positive assessment comes from
the organizing committee of the confe
rence, which recently analyzed the first
100 questionnaires sent in to the com
mittee by women who had been queried
about interest in the conference.
Proposed workshops at the confe
rence would cover such areas as preser
vation of Ukrainian traditions, lan
guage and institutions; mixed marriages;
community organizing; creating Ukrai
nian women's career networks and
others. The theme of the conference is
"Ukrainian Woman in Two Worlds."
"We are really thrilled at the enthu
siastic response the questionnaire has
generated,'' says Ksenia Dragan, cochairwoman of the organizing commit
tee. "We had been operating on the
assumption that we were planning a
conference that would be responsive to
Ukrainian women's needs, but we had
no proof we were on the right track. We
were simply going by our gut feeling,
judging by the needs of ourselves, our
women friends and relatives. It looks
like this is just the tip of the iceberg."
The greatest concern of women who
responded to the questionnaire is for the
preservation of Ukrainian traditions
and institutions. The respondents' ages
are 21 to 55, with the majority between
the ages of 31 and 45. The women work
in a variety of fields: teaching, banking,
nursing, journalism, law, administra
tion. Some own their own businesses,
while others are full-time homemakers.
Interestingly enough, the variety of
backgrounds is comparable to that of
the women on the organizing commit

tee, whose backgrounds range from
opera singer to homemaker, from
community organizer to microbiologist.
"It isn't just the number of responses
to the questionnaire that is gratifying,"
says Marta Andriuk, a second cochairwoman of the committee. "The
quality and enthusiasm of the respon
dents is really high. Many women
proposed additional workshop topics,
asked how they could help, and sent in
the names of their women friends and
colleagues for the committee's mailing
list."
Lillian Pavlichko of Rochester, N.Y.,
wrote: "I would like to help in any way I
can."
"I'm delighted to read that such a
women's conference is taking place,"
wrote Victoria Malick of Silver Spring,
Md., "and I'm ready to help."
The questionnaire asked "Do you
plan to attend the conference?" Chris
tine Kyj Pluta of Brookhaven, Pa.,
wasted no words. "I can't wait!" she
exclaimed.
Oksana Piasecky of Duxbury, Mass.,
wrote: "Congratulations for this ex
cellent idea which is long overdue."
Credit for the idea of a conference to
address the needs of a new generation of
Ukrainian women in the United States
belongs to Ivanna Rozankowsky, presi
dent of the Ukrainian National Wo
men's League of America. It was through
the UNWLA that women (both mem
bers and non-members of the UNWLA)
were called together in the fall of 1981,
and the seed of the conference idea was
planted. Meetings of the committee
members gradually gained momentum,
and they proceeded to concretize the
concepts behind the conference idea,
create an organizational structure, plan'
a schedule, and develop and mail a
questionnaire to prospective conference
participants.
"The responses to the questionnaire

"Problems within the classroom?"
Olenka Halkowyczchuckled, search
ing for a point of entry into the maze

Darka Uzdejehuk

Andrij Shevchenko

Overcoming classroom obstacles:
a matter of attitude
Generations of Ukrainian American
children have grown up ignorant of the
repertoire of Saturday morning cartoons,
thanks to the highly extolled yet perhaps
reluctantly attended institution, the
Ukrainian Saturday School or "Ridna
Shkola."
Today's 3 5 1 schools of Ukrainian
studies find themselves at a crucial
turning point. They no longer cater
primarily to sons and daughters of
immigrants who grew up speaking Ukrai
nian at home; a large percentage of
today's students hear Ukrainian spoken
for the first time in Ukrainian school.
Gone are the the classes of 40 to 50
students; today's class is more likely to
comprise 10 to 15 students. Some
schools have folded.
Although attrition and lowered aca
demic standards suggest a grim forecast
for the future of Ukrainian Saturday
schools, this decade has brought forth a
crop of young teachers - in their 20s
and early 30s - who are joining the
ranks of the tireless pedagogues and
patriots of previous generations. Their
energy and enthusiasm give rise to
renewed optimism and a fresh approach
to the Ukrainian school system.
Who are these young educators who
forfeit slumber for reading, writing and
restlessness every Saturday morning? Are

are a crucial source of feedback to the
organizing committee. WeVe gotten a
good idea of our target market, and the
topics that interest Ukrainian women
most," says Maria Motyl, member of
the committee, who is analyzing the
returned questionnaires. "Now we are
gearing up to the program planning
stage."
Ukrainian women who would like to
receive a questionnaire, be included on
the committee's mailing list, or contri
bute their ideas or energi.s to helping
organize the conference are encouraged
to write to: Ukrainian Women's Confe
rence Organizing Committee, c/o
UNWLA, 108 Second Ave., New York,
N.Y. 10003 or call (212) 533-4646.
To establish a link between the
organizing committee and women in
scattered Ukrainian communities, the
committee is setting up a network of
women to function as liaisons. Their
names will be published as soon as the
list is complete.
of challenges wttich confronts her
each Saturday at the Jersey Gty,
N.J., "Ridna Shkola" where she has
taught third and fourth grade for the
past three years.
"Increasingly fewer children are
using Ukrainian for routine commu
nication. For many children, Ukrai
nian is a language that's heard only
several hours each week," she ex
plained. "Therefore, classroom time
is essential. The limited two and a
half to three hours of classroom time
greatly curtails our productivity as
teachers."
Mrs. Halkowycz, who holds a
degree in psychology from Rutgers
University v noted that the level of

Schools of Ukrainian studies

by Marta Korduba

Members of the Ukrainian Women's Conference organizing committee Ksenia
Dragan (right) and Anita Sawyckyjreviewquestionnaire responsesreceivedfrom
Ukrainian women across the United States.

they fighting a futile battle against
"uncontrollable" assimilation and crippl
ing apathy?
This two-part article will examine
issues which affect the parents, teachers
and students of today's schools of Ukrai
nian studies as reflected through the
experiences of three school teachers.

Members of the Ukrainian Women's
Conference organizing committee are:
Olenka Savyckyj, chairwoman; Ksenia
Dragan and Marta Andriuk, co-chair
women; Christine Dobczansky-Melnyk,
corresponding and recording secretary;
Christine Towpasz, treasurer; Ivanna
Ratych, UNWLA liaison.
Program committee members are:
Myrosia Wanio, Luba Sira, Marta
Fedoriw, Christine Dobczansky-Mel
nyk, Motria Sharanevych, Oka Hrycak,
Sonia Slobodian.
Press committee: Anisa Handia
Sawyckyj, Roma Sochan-Hadzewycz,
Marta Baczynsky.
Exhibit committee: Iryna Fedyshyn,
Nadia Shmigel, Anna Boychuk, Slava
Gerulak.
Financial c o m m i t t e e : Chris
tine Towpasz, Marika Karlyk, Ewhenia
Diaczuk.
Organizational committee: Diana
Senezhak, Maria Motyl, Myroslava
Znayenko.

proficiency among students of the
third and fourth grades alone ranges
from no knowledge of the Ukrainian
language to fluency.
She pointed out that in view of the
overwhelming disparity of profi
ciency in the Ukrainian language not only among the grades, but
within one class — it is imperative
that teachers tailor the curriculum to
the needs of the individual student,
rather than adhere to obsolete stan
dards set by a school board.
"Part of my role as a teacher is to
encourage children to learn through
positive reinforcement. I want them
to take pride in each stride they
make, even if it's something as
minimal as learning to pronounce a
word correctly. Praise is important; I
use it in order to avoid a situation in
which a non-Ukrainian-speaking
child might feel rejected or frustrated
in learning a second language," she
noted.
Twenty-one-year-old Darka
Uzdejehuk, who is presently pur
suing a degree in mathematics at
Manhattan College, teaches at a
Ukrainian Saturday school in Yonkers, N.Y.
"The majority of students in my
older classes (eighth and ninth grade:
Ukrainian literature; sixth grade:
history) are sons and daughters of
World War II immigrants, while the
(Continued an page И)
1
This figure includes member-schools
of the UCCA Educational Council. It is
possible, however, that a small number of
schools exist outside the Educational
Council's jurisdiction.
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Panorama of Ukrainian culture in the Big Apple
by Helen Perozak Smindak

Evanko in Kansas City
He has sung with the Old Vic Com
pany, the English Opera Company and
the Welsh National Opera Company,
and now Edward Evanko can add the
Lyric Opera of Kansas City to his
operatic laurels.
The handsome tenor is well known on
this continent for his work in Broadway
and Off-Broadway musicals, a major
TV soap opera, the Shakespeare Fes
tival in Stratford, Ont. (both as a singer
and an actor), summer stock and re
gional theater shows, the Newport
Music Festival, and as Jean Simmons's
co-star in the national touring company
of "A Little Night Music." He is familiar
to Ukrainian audiences from his ap
pearances in concerts with bandurist
Peter Kosyk, as a performer in the
popular Ukrainian Composers Series
presented by the Ukrainian Institute of
America, as well as through his 1979
album of Ukrainian ballads, folk songs
and love songs "I Dedicate This Song to
You."
Mr. Evanko made his debut with the
Lyric Opera last Wednesday and will be
singing in Kansas City through May 1.
His roles include Florestan in Beetho
ven's "Fidelio," Danilo in Lehar's "The
Merry Widow" and tenor solos in
Beethoven's Mass in C Major. He will
also appear in the company's Gala
Viennese Operetta Evening, singing
"Yours is My Heart Alone"and "Grass
mir mein Wien" (Greetings to my
Vienna).
Halfway through the engagement,
Mr. Evanko will take two days off to fly
to Ottawa so that he can perform in a
concert at the National Arts Center
there on April 16. The occasion is a
command performance for Queen Eliza
beth II of England, who will be in
Ottawa to participate in ceremonies
marking the presentation of the Consti
tution granted to Canada by the British
North America Act. The concert, to be
televised live by CBC-TV, will be viewed
by Canadian audiences and may even be
seen by American viewers who live just
south of the 49th parallel.

Pal a nee on TV

Edward Evanko and Sandy Duncan, making their Broadway debut in 1969 at
lovers in "Canterbury Tales."
from a mental institution.
,
Currently, Mr. Palance is memoriz
ing lines and learning magic from Rick
Kay, one of the best magicians in the
business, in preparation for — you
guessed it — his upcoming Broadway
role in "Now You See It." He said the
play will open in Boston in September
and move to Broadway several weeks
later.
Until the television ads, or the movie,
or the Broadway show come your way,
you'll have to content yourself with
listening to the Palance voice in ads for
Hagen-Daaz ice cream and Atari video
games.

Fiddling with the best

Violist Yuri Woshakiwsky-Vasilakl,
who was a member of the prize-winning
New
World String Quartet from 1974 to
A clipping from the Daily Record of
Denville Township in northwest New 1980, is now with the St Paul Chamber
Jersey, sent in by Panorama readers Orchestra, one of the world's leading
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Sedorowitz of chamber orchestras. He appeared with
Randolph, N.J., brings word that actor the orchestra during its all-Mozart
Jack Palance will be seen on television in concerts at Lincoln Center's Avery
about two months in car commercials Fisher HalllFebruary 28) and at Сагпе–
lauding the 1982 Lincoln Continental. gie Hall (March 3), along with two
According to the Daily Record's staff internationally acclaimed violinists,
writer Joseph Fisher, Mr. Palance was guest artist Itzhak Perlman and Pindoing some late Christmas shopping at chas Zukerman, who combines the roles
the Rockaway Townsquare Mall on of violin and viola soloist and con
Route 80 last December and met Lin ductor of the SPCO.
Mr. Vasilaki studied with the late
coln-Mercury-Mazda dealer Jim
Greece Mr. Grecco wondered if the Volodymyr Cfayk of the Ukrainian
star would be interested in doing any Music Institute and graduated from the
TV spots. A deal was set after approval Juilliard School of Music. Drafted by
the army while still in school, he
from the tri-state dealers' association.
Mr. Palance, who lives on a farm in auditioned for the Marine Corps Band.
Drum, Pa., several miles from his He enlised in the Marine Corps in 1970
birthplace, often passes through the and spent the next four years as a soloist
Denville area on his way to New York with the White House quartet during
the Nixon administration. In 1974, he
City.
He was at Mr. Grecco`s dealership on became a member of the New World
March 16 to promote the ads and quartet and was with the group when it
showed Mr. Grecco and the reporter a won first prize during its official debut
card trick. He said he had been work at the Naumburg competitions.
During the SPCO's 40-week season,
ing with actors Donald Pleasance and
Martin Landau in a movie, "Alone in Mr. Vasilaki will be appearing each year
the Dark," a recently completed thriller in over 200 concerts in and around the
about four psychotic men who escape Twin Cities of St. Paul and Minnea

polis, and on national and international
tours. The orchestra Is repertoire in
cludes Baroque, Classical and 20thcentury works. This summer, he and his
wife Linda, who teaches violin and
viola, will teach at the National Music
Institute at Interlochen, Mich.
Mr. Vasilaki is the son of Dr. Simon
Woshakiwsky, the choir director of St.
Mary's Protectress Ukrainian Ortho
dox Church in Clifton, N.J. A sister,
Svitlana Tonkothkur, of Tappen, N.Y.,
is an opera singer, while another sister,
Tamara Hundlay, a graduate of the
Juilliard School of Ballet who became a
member of the Jose Limon Dance
Company, is the director of the Tamara
dance school in Detroit.

Spotlight on Shust

"Ukrainians always honor their poets 50
years after they die."
At the request of a member of the
audience during the question period
which formed the second half of his
hourlong program, Mr. 'Shust gave a
stirring performance of one of the short
stories he brings to life in his one-man
show, "An Evening with Anton Che
khov."
Later, during an informal reception,
admirers and friends of Mr. Shust sanga
rousing "Mnohaya Lita" to him, ac
knowledging his benefit performance in
aid of the institute, and UIA vicepresident Walter Nazarewfcz announced
that the actor had just become a mem
ber of the institute.
I had the pleasant task of introduc ing Mr. Shust before he came on stage. I
confessed" to the audience that I had
known the actor for over 20 years but I
had only recently learned of all his
accomplishments because "though be is
extremely gregarious, he is a very
unassuming man."
A native New Yorker and a graduate
of Fordham University, Mr. Shust has
more than 200 roles to his credit, a third
of them productions of Shakespeare.
Playing in theatres all over America
and Canada, he has portrayed a wide
variety of characters, from the title role
in "Hamlet" to the fast-talking sailor
Luther Billis in the musical "South
Pacific." He has appeared on Broadway
and Off-Broadway, toured in comedy
hits with Eve Arden and Dane Clark,
acted in dramatic programs on all of the
major U.S. television networks and
played feature roles in several motion
pictures, including "Rivals," "The
Seven-Ups" and "The Seduction of Joe
Tynan."
Mr. Shust has performed for Ukrai
nian audiences in Cleveland, Detroit,
New York and Philadelphia, and was
invited to recite his own English trans
lations of Shevchenko's poems at both
the dedication ceremonies and the
unveiling of the Shevchenko statue in
Washington.
A great favorite of Ukrainian Cana
dians, he has appeared frequently in
Toronto, Hamilton, Ont., and Winni
peg, and in 1970 starred in the Ukrai
nian Canadian musical production
"Zaporozhian Kozaks" with a cast of
300 dancers and singers. The show was
so successful that it was presented at
Detroit's Ford Auditorium and, two
years later, at the world-famous Theatre
Royal in London (England). In 1974
Mr. Shust gave a one-man show in
Toronto, performing in Ukrainian and
English for two and one-half hours
before a sell-out house in the St.
Lawrence Centre Theatre.
Mr. Shust is currently touring in a
one-man show in which he portrays the
great Russian playwright and shortstory writer, Anton Chekhov. The
performance has been issued in a tworecord LP album titled "An Evening
with Anton Chekhov." Last fall, Mr.
Shust appeared at Manhattan's Theatre
East eight times a week for a two-month
engagement of the Chekhov play.

Impeccably attired in a black suit
brightened by a red carnation in his
lapel and sporting a trim beard and
sideburns, actor William Shust made a
striking figure as he appeared in a
special program at the Ukrainian Insti
tute of America on March 20.
Mr. Shust discoursed in English and
Ukrainian before a sizable audience,
interspersing dramatic readings of
poems by Taras Shevchenko, Vasyl
Symonenko and Una Kostenko with
commentary on the poets and their
works and personal anecdotes from his
own career.
The poems, delivered with subtle
interpretation and great depth of feel
ing, provided patriotic emotion and
poignant moments which Mr. Shust
nicely counter-pointed with humor and
dramatic effects. He read each poem in
his own English translation and then in
Education and art
Ukrainian.
Commenting on his selection of poets
Enrollment in the educational courses
at the beginning of the evening. Mr.
Shust said that Shevchenko was born which opened at the Ukrainian Institute
and died in March. So it was appro of America during the week of March
priate to remember him during that 22 is "extremely satisfactory," reports
month. Symonenko and Kostenko were UIA vice-president Walter Nazarewicz.
contemporary poets and he felt it was Now entering their third week, the
(Continued cm pap 13)
fitting to celebrate them now because
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Shevchenko in outdoor ceremony
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Concert commemorates Babyn Yar massacre
DENVER — A concert commemo
rating the 40th anniversary of the
massacres at Babyn Yar, the ravine
outside Kiev where the Nazis murdered
hundreds of thousands of Ukrainians
and Jews beginning in the winter of
1941-42, was held here at the Women's
Gub Auditorium on February 28.
The concert was organized by the
Dabyn Yar Committee under the aus
pices of the local branch of the Ukrai
nian Congress Committee of America.
After opening remarks by Ivan Stebelsky, president of the committee,
Oleh Zawadowych, who lived in Kiev at
the time of the atrocities, offered a first
hand account of the tragic events.
During the entertainment program,
Martha Oryshyn and Roman Кгору–

viansky recited excerpts from poems by
Olena Teliha, who was shot at Babyn
Yar along with thousands of Ukrai
nian intellectuals, among them Ivan
Irliavsky and Ivan Rohach, editor of the
newspaper Ukrainske Slovo (Ukrainian
Word).
Pianist Carol Ward performed Liatoshynsky's Op. 38. A bandurist ensemble
performed several numbers, including
the lyrical chant "Syritka," which
featured a vocal solo by Barbara Zawa
dowych. Maria Krotiuk recited Eugene
Malaniuk's poem "Molytva."
The St. Mary's Protectress Ukrainian
Orthodox Church Choir, directed by
Panteleymon Klymenko, ended the
concert with four spiritual songs.

UAVets post installs officers

Elmira Heights Ukrainians pay tribute to Tares Shevchenko during outdoor
ceremonies in the city's memorial park dedicated to the bard of Ukraine.
by John P. Dowzycky
A wreath of flowers was placed
before the monument by John Chopko,
ELMIRA HEIGHTS, NY. - The secretary of the Shevchenko Memorial
168th anniversary of the birth of the Building Committee, which coordi
bard of Ukraine, Taras Shevchenko, nated the monument-building efforts
was commemorated here on March 9, that culminated in dedication cere
under the auspices of the Elmira branch monies held here on August 22-23,
of the Ukrainian Congress Committee 1981.
of America.
Following the outdoor ceremonies, a
The branch is headed by Peter brief reception was conducted in the
Kremel.
parish hall. John Dowzycky offered an
Representatives of the local Ukrai analysis of the importance of Taras
nian American community attended the Shevchenko to the Ukrainian people.
9 a.m. ceremonies held at the site of the Wasyl Ostash added to the commemo
monument and Memorial Park in ration by reciting Shevchenko's "ZaHonor of Taras Shevchenko.
povit." The day's festivities were con
The Ukrainian flag was raised by cluded with the singing of the Ukrai
Nikolaus Magera, who represented the nian national anthem.
Ukrainian Insurgent Army, and by Paul
Nimec of the Ukrainian Congress
A panakhyda for Taras Shevchenko
Committee of America. A U.S. veteran was offered by the pastor, the Rev.
of Ukrainian descent, Bruce Kowalchik, Philip Bumbar, on March 21, to com
raised the American flag.
plete the local series of celebrations.

Spring Valley pays tribute to bard
SPRING VALLEY, N.Y. - A con
cert in honor of Ukrainian national poet
Taras Shevchenko was celebrated in the
Ukrainian National Home here, on
Sunday, March 21.
Over 40 members of Ss. Peter and
Paul Ukrainian Catholic Church parti
cipated in the concert that featured the
adult choir singing Shevchenko's
"Testament." This first selection was
preceeded by the audience's singing
"The Star Spangled Banner."
In a brief address in English, Helen
Chandoha emphasized the importance
of Shevchenko. She emphasized the fact
that only the preservation and propaga
tion of the Ukrainian language and
tradition as well as decisive actions
toward community unity would render
true homage to the immortal bard of
Ukraine.
Musical selections that highlighted
the concert included duets by Michael
Wengrenovich, tenor, and John Pellock, bass, singing "Where Do You
Wander My Fate" and Luba Negersmith, soprano, and Anna Kowal, alto,
singing "When Two Separate." Mrs.
Stelmachuk sang a solo, "Such is Her
Fate," while accompanying herself at
the piano. She also provided accom
paniment for the duos.
Mr. Wengrenovich sang "Bandura"
accompanied by the entire adult chorus.
The choir also contributed to the
program by singing а питЬет of selec
tions.

The children of Ss. Peter and Paul
Saturday school recited and sang in
honor of Shevchenko. An English
translation of the "Testament" was
recited by Christine Lilitka and Jennifer
Darnobid. The entire school group sang
a few children's songs, which were
followed by Robert Darnobid's and
James Terpenning's rendition of the
poem "I'm a Little Ukrainian."
Chrystyna and Marusia Pawliw, and
Christine and Oksana Lilitka performed
"Reve ta Stohne," accompanied by
Stephen Chandoha at the piano. In a
lighter vein, they also sang "Mother
Sent Me," a song popularized by the
Marenych Trio from Ukraine.

BUFFALO, N.Y. - Over 200 per
sons attended the fourth annual installa
tion of officers meeting of Ukrainian
American Veterans Post 23 held here at
the Ukrainian American Civic Center of
February 20.
Guest speaker was Rep. Henry J.
Nowak (D-N.Y.), who condemned
Russian imperialism and aggression in
Europe, and Soviet-directed insur
gencies in Central America.
In addition, the congressman eulo
gized the sacrifice of Ukrainians in their
quest for national independence, and
praised the role of the Ukrainian
American veterans in their support for
the security interests of the United
States, and the cause of Ukraine and
other Captive Nations.
Walter Drabyk, first past comman

The entertainment program featured
performances by the ICalyna Dancers
under the direction of Lydia Stecenko,
and a musical group called Knights of
Ukraine directed by Mykola Stecenko.
Music was provided by Paul Wasylyshyn's orchestra.

LUC choir performs concert
sing liturgy for one of its own active
members, Msgr. Poloway, who was
celebrating 25 years of priesthood.
Since that time the choir has learned
about 35 pieces of Christmas music,
hymns, liturgy and molebens. The ulti
mate goal'of the Kalyna Choir is to
prepare for a concert commemorating
the millennium of Christianity in Ukraine, tentatively titled "Ukrainian
Church Music in the Last Thousand
The concert marked the Kalyna Years."
Choirs 25th consecutive season. Al
This group of people, the majority of
though the choir was formed to provide whom are second-and third-generation
musical entertainment at the Ukrainian Ukrainian Americans, carries on the
programs at the renown Pittsburgh tradition of choral singing. To en
Festival, it grew to include folk, tradi courage as many people as possible to
tional and religious Ukrainian songs in join its ranks, the Kalyna Choir has
its repertoire.
begun an ambitious project to transliteThe choir comprises singers from rate all of Ukrainian and Church
different Pittsburgh area parishes. It Slavonic texts into the Latin alphabet
first added religious hymns to its agenda for those not proficient in reading
when, three years ago, it was asked to Cyrillic letters.
PITTSBURGH - The League of
Ukrainian Catholics ICalyna Choir of
the Greater Pittsburgh area, under the
direction of Irene Vladuchick, pre
sented a special Lenten program,
"Christ's Passion" on Sunday, March
14, in St. John the Baptist Church on
the city's Southside. The story of
Christ's suffering and death was nar
rated by host Msgr. Michael Poloway.

Parish holds marriage prep courses
by the Rev. Terry Lozynsky

Jaropolk Chandoha, who directed
the youth concert, then delivered an
address in Ukrainian about Shev
chenko's life and his struggle to attain
freedom for Ukrainians. He stressed
that we are faced again with conditions
of annihilation reminiscent of Shev
chenko's time.
Concluding remarks were made by
the Rev. Taras Galonzka. A bouquet of
red and white carnations was presented to
Mrs. Stelmachuk in gratitude for her
endeavors in training the adult choir.
The Ukrainian national anthem sung by
all present ended the program, after
which all were invited for a repast of
sandwiches, coffee, tea, cakes and ice
cream prepared by the Marian Sodality
of Ss. Peter and Paul Church.. -

der of UAV Post 23, flew in from
Tupelo, Miss., to act as installing
officer.
The officers were: Miroslaus Маїа–
niak, commander; John Kicak, vice
commander; George Popadyn, adju
tant; Ihor Matuch, finance officer;
Andrew Diakun, judge advocate; Ni
cholas Paslawsky, quartermaster; Тео–
dozij Pryshlak, chaplain; Michael
Blendonohy, historian; and Mykola
Pobywajlo, sergeant-at-arms.

TORONTO - St. Demetrius Ukrai
nian Catholic Church here is offering a
six-week marriage preparation course
to all couples of the parish who are
planning to marry this year.
Twenty-five couples have already
attended thefirstsessions and expressed
interest in the course. The course lasts
two hours per session, and the focus is
on the dignity of the married state.
Topics range from "God in our Daily
life" to "Psychology of Man and
Woman." Guest speakers present inte
resting seminars on communication,
family therapy, goals of married life.
The concluding class takes place in
church where all the couples take part in
a demonstration of the marriage cere

mony. At this stage all aspects of the
wedding ceremony are discussed;
couples find this evening most informa
tive. A wine-and-cheese social con
cludes the course.
The marriage preparation program
was initially begun by the pastor, the Rt.
Rev. John Tataryn, approximately 10
years ago, and it continues to flourish
with the assistance of the clerical team.
Since there are many mixed marriages
in the parish, this course provides an
excellent opportunity for young people
to learn about the Byzantine Ukrainian
spiritual heritage. A concurrent faith
inquiry program is offered to both
Catholics and non-Catholics who wish
to deepen.1 their faith knowledge and
experience,
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Book on Md. Ukrainians
added to library of
Smithsonian Institution
WASHINGTON - The 519-page
book "The Ukrainians, of Maryland"
was recently added to the research
library of the Smithsonian Institution
here, becoming the first book about
Ukrainians in America to be held in the
Smithsonian research collection.
Acquisition of "The Ukrainians of
Maryland" marks an important first
step of Ukrainian Americans in helping
the Museum of American History
upgrade its studies about Ukrainian
contributions to vast America. The
book contains a 10-page bibliography
of materials about Ukrainian Ameri
cans and also contains 263 photos,
maps, charts, and other previously
unpublished materials.
Specialists at the Smithsonian parti
cularly liked the treatments of Ukrai
nian cultural and artistic traditions in
addition to the many field studies of
Ucrainica and America found not only
in Maryland but throughout the United
States.
The book was written/ edited by
Stephen Basarab, Paul Fenchak,
Wolodymyr C. Sushko, et al. It is
available postpaid for S8.95 from
Ukrainian Education Association of
Maryland Inc., 518 S. Wolfe St., Balti
more, Md. 21231.

Overcoming obstacles...
(Continued from page I )

kindergarten and third-grade stu
dents are children of American-born
parents."
Ms. Uzdejchuk corollated the rise
in the number of American-born (vs.
Ukrainian-born) parents to the in
creasing number of Ukrainians who
are learning Ukrainian outside the
home. "Appropriate adjustments,
both in the home and in the class
must be made," she said. "The need
for developing language skills through
homework and using the language
conversationally is essential. This,
however, requires parental supervi
sion. Unfortunately I've encountered
a disheartening lack of cooperation
on the part of parents."
Excuses abound ( I don't have
time, I have to work, etc. ), Ms.
Uzdejchuk observed. Soccer prac
tice, piano lessons and television take
priority. She pointed to a parentsteachers meeting which only three
out of 26 parents attended, despite
the numerous phone calls and distri
bution of fliers and announcements
to parents.
"Th,e parent-teacher relationship is
crucial," said Mrs. Halkowycz. "To a
large extent, it is the parents who will
determine the attitude of the child.
Even if they themselves do not speak
Ukrainian, they can make a big
difference in helping the child learn
Ukrainian."
She went oh: "Today's economy
does not foster family cohesiveness.
Since parents work, it's always some
one else (other than parents) who end
up taking care of the children. It's
important for the parents to function
within the community with the chil
dren. This creates an environment of
mutual support. Without the
parents' support and participation,
the children become rootless. In our
community, I've seen a number of
young parents returning to the U-
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PREVIEW OF EVENTS
Sunday, April 4
NEW YORK: Dr. James Mace will
speak on the man-made famine of
1933 in Ukraine at 3 p.m. at the
Ukrainian Institute of America, 2 E.
79th St. Alexander Babyonyshev, a
demographer known for his studies
of population losses during the Stalin
era, is expected to attend.
NEW YORK: Dr. Olexander Dombrowsky will lecture on the begin
nings of Kiev at the Ukrainian Libera
tion Front building, 136 Second
Ave., (second floor) at 6 p.m. The
lecture is sponsored by the Ukrainian
Historical Society and the Research
Society for Ukrainian Terminology.
NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J.: The
local branches of Plast and Plastpryiat are sponsoring a slide show on
Ukrainians in Brazil by Petro Bokalo
at noon in the church hall at 86
Livingston Ave.
IRVINGTON, NJ.: The recently re
established Trembita choir will per
form in concert at the Ukrainian
National Home, 140 Prospect Ave.,
at 4 p.m. Also featured will be Prof.
V. Trytiak, violinist, cellist and
violist, Ulana Pinkowsky, pianist,
and a special presentation in honor
krainian community through their
children's involvement in Ukrainian
school."
Andrij Shevchenko, a 24-year-old
bookkeeper who has taught fifth,ninth- and 1 lth-grade history for the
past three years at the School of
Ukrainian Studies in Bound Brook,
N.J., echoed his fellow teachers'
observations in regard to parental
participation.
"When I was growing up, my
parents' first priority was that their
child be a good Ukrainian. That
meant not only attending Ukrainian
school, but mastering Ukrainian
subjects. They instilled those values
in me, so that it became important
for me to do well in Ukrainian
school. It seems that today many
parents don't consider Ukrainian
school a priority," ohe continued,
pointing out that parental apathy is
mirrored not only in the children's
performance in class, but also in their
attitude about being Ukrainian.
"Developing the students' pride in
their heritage is of key importance to
me as a teacher. I present the stu
dents with the material, and let them
draw their own conclusions, which I
hope would lead them to becoming
good Ukrainians," said Mr. Shev
chenko.
Mrs. Halkowycz described the
development of the Ukrainian iden
tity as a very interesting process: "As
a teacher and a mother of a pre
schooler, I'm witness to the gradual
formation of a child's ethnic aware
ness. For the pre-schooler, being
Ukrainian is not an issue. Everyone is
Ukrainian in that child's world, that
is, within the confines of the family.
"Once the child leaves this shel
tered environment by entering the
American school system, he or she
realizes that he is different. Diffe
rence creates fear; our society func
tions on being the same. As a result,
individuality is stunted. Kids dont
want to be different; if being Ukrai
nian means being different, they

of Volodymyr Ivasiuk by Evelina
Beluts, Leonid Verbytsky and
Oleksiy Zhurba. All proceeds will go
toward the national home.
NEW YORK: Dr. George Shevelov
will speak on "The University of
Kharkiv through the Eyes of a Stu
dent" at 2 p.m. at the Ukrainian
Academy of Arts and Sciences, 206
W. 100th St.
NEW YORK: Four students of the
Ukrainian Music Institute of Ame
rica will perform at 4 p.m. at Cami
Hall, 165 W. 57th St., in the MidSeason Musicales of the Music
Teachers' League of New York.
Performing will be Yarema Васпуп–
sky, piano student of Kalyna
Cziczka-Andrienko, Anna Emmer
and Roman Shevchuk, piano stu
dents of Taissa Bohdanska, and
William Ayerbe, violin student of
Rafael Wenke. The four were se
lected winners in auditions held by
the teachers' league.
Sunday, April 18
NEWARK, NJ.: St. John the Bap
tist Ukrainian Catholic Church will
hold its annual "Sviachene," or
Easter dinner, at 4 p.m. It is spon
sored by the members of the Apostleship of Prayer.
don4 want it. As a Ukrainian teacher,
I try to counter that attitude by
stressing that being different is good,
and encouraging children to be good
at being different; that is, to take
pride in what they are able to do, and
to do it well."
Ms. Uzdejchuk reported that her
students are comfortable with their
Ukrainian identity. "Their selfesteem was cultivated at home and
fortified by Ukrainian peers within
Ukrainian schools and youth groups
to which they could relate. In fact,
many students revel in the distinc
tion of being Ukrainian. Upon occa
sion they have relayed incidents to
me in which they have gone out of
their way to assert themselves in
American schools as Ukrainians,"
she said.
"In order for students to under
stand and take pride in what their
culture is all about, it's important for
them to learn about current events in
the Ukrainian community," said Mr.
Shevchenko.
"In addition to teaching history
through World War II, I cover the
waves of immigration and today's
Ukrainian community, i.e. events
such as the last UCCA Congress. I
think it's important to steer clear of
emotional patriotism, but to strive
for an objective presentation of
Ukrainian history, as it occurs in the
context of world history."
"I would like my students to gain
an awareness and knowledge of the
subject (literature), rather than to
have memorized facts that they
cannot relate to or apply" said Ms.
Uzdejchuk. "That's why I try to draw
the students into class discussions, so
that they can understand the litera
ture, the period of time and the
circumstances in which it was
written."
Mr. Shevchenko complained that
language comprehension continues
to be a problem in the upper-level
classes. Although the students are
intellectually prepared to digest the

ONGOING
NEW YORK: The Mayans Gallery,
21 E. Seventh St., is displaying works
by Slava Gerulak through April 18.
For information call the gallery at
(212) 260-4490 or 477-2714.

ADVANCE NOTICE
NEWARK, NJ.: Scope Travel Inc.
of Newark is organizing a 14-day
pilgrimage to Lourdes and Rome.
Departure via chartered jet is on
August 25, and the cost is S 1,269 and
up. The trip will be under the leader
ship of the Rev. Canon Bohdan
Smyk, and participants will include
the Revs. Marian Butrynsky, Ivan
Davydovych, Michael Kuchmiak, P.
Ohirko and B. Skasky. The group is
limited to 250 persons. From
Lourdes the group will journey
through Marseilles, Nice, Venice and
Florence to Rome. Group members
will have the opportunity to attend
the blessing ceremonies of the new
Ukrainian Catholic church in
Lourdes and to visit Patriarch Josyf
Slipyj during the year of his 90th
birthday. For information contact
Scope Travel at 845 Sanford Ave.,
Newark, N.J. 07106; (201) 371-4004.

subject matter, their Ukrainian lan
guage skills are comparatively primi
tive. This language deficiency creates
a dilemma for the teachers: how does
one convey the material — in Ukrai
nian, English, a mixture of the two
languages?
"I hate to lower the academic
standards by simplifying the lan
guage." said Ms. Uzdejchuk, "yet, Ini
forced to compromise language for
the sake of comprehension. While
teaching, I speak Ukrainian, trans
late (each sentence) into English, if
need be, and then repeat the informa
tion in Ukrainian."
This technique — used by Mrs.
Halkowycz and Mr. Shevchenko as
well — is quickly becoming the norm
rather than the exception in many
Ukrainian classrooms.
While comprehension is a pro
blem, communicating in Ukrainian
seems to be a still greater difficulty
for the students. That's why Mrs.
Halkowycz requires her students to
write in full sentences rather than use
the fill-in-the-blank or multiplechoice technique for assignments
and exams.
"It's cumbersome," she said, "be
cause they're not used to it. In
American schools, learning is de
signed tcr be as easy and entertaining
as possible. As a result, kids grow up
unable to express themselves, even in
their native tongue. Comprehension
is not enough; if our children are
unable to express themselves, they
will never be able to pass the Ukrai
nian language on to their children."
The importance of "passing it on
to the children" seems to be the fuel
behind the fervor of the three teach
ers. Despite the intermittent pangs of
frustration they expressed, all ex
uded an ever-present idealism.
Next week: a closer look at the
teachers themselves, their objectives
and their projection of the future of
schools of Ukrainian studies.
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Appointed library trustee
NEWARK, N.J. - Mayor Kenneth
A. Gibson has announced the appoint
ment of Dr. Bohdan Wytwycky, a
Ukrainian American scholar and
lecturer, to the board of trustees of the
Newark Public Library.
Dr. Wytwycky, 34, a resident of
Newark's Vailsburg section, was ap
pointed to the seven-member board for
a term ending in 1984.
Mayor Gibson said he interviewed
many persons for the position, and
found Dr. Wytwycky best qualified.
"As a researcher and writer, he is well
acquainted with the inner workings of
many libraries," the mayor said. "In
addition, the fact that his father and his
sister have worked in public libraries
gives him a special insight into their
problems and needs.
"Moreover, he is a leading member of
one of the important communities
within our city, and has shown a keen
interest in public affairs," Mayor Gib
son added.
Dr. Wytwycky is the author of a 1980
book, "The Other Holocaust: Many
Orcles of Hell," a study of Nazi perse
cution of Slavic and Gypsy peoples. He
is preparing a study for the University of
Minnesota on the treatment of East and
South European immigrants in Ameri
can high school textbooks.
He has lectured on the Nazi holocaust
and intergroup relations at Harvard,
Pennsylvania State, Pittsburgh and
Toronto universities, and on philo
sophy at other institutions. He has a
bachelor's degree from Wayne State
University in Detroit, and master's and
doctoral degrees from Columbia Uni
versity.
He is chairman of the Eastern Euro
pean Democratic Leadership Caucus,
and has served as a political consultant
for the AFL-CIO and an organizer for
several Democratic candidates in state
wide campaigns.
He is also on the boards of the
Eastern European Coalition, Ukrainian
Democratic Alliance, and Federation of
Ukrainian Americans.
The Newark Public Library, founded
in 1899, consists of the main library and
10 branches. The system serves 100,000
borrowers, and contains more than 1
million books, plus records, films,
pictures and periodicals, The library
board includes the mayor and the
superintendent of schools, and five
appointed members. The board's pre
sent president is Josephine Janifer.

Appointed to commission
PHILADELPHIA - Motria Kushnir, was appointed to a two-year term on
the Mayor's Commission for Women of
Philadelphia by Mayor William J.
Green of Philadelphia.
The appointment was announced
February 28 at the Festival of Women
and and Women's History Week, the

Pave
theway.

I a t e stock in America.
'ti V.S. Savings Bonds.

Notes on people
first event in a yearlong celebration of
women's history titled "Past Achieve
ments, Future Challenges "that is part of
the city's 300th anniversary celebration.
The Mayor's Commission for Wo
men was established in 1980. In all,
there are 33 commissioners, chosen to
represent and to serve as advocates for
women's rights, issues and concerns.
The commission's work is accomplished
largely through task forces, created as
the commission develops different
priorities. There are eight task forces
working in the following areas: educa
tion, personnel practices, domestic
violence, child сдге, public safety,
women's talent bank, women business
owners and the Equal Rights Amend
ment.
Long a supporter of equal rights for
women, Ms. Kushnir is a communica
tions and management consultant who
established her own business, Kinocraft, in 1976. Her prior work expe
rience includes editing scholarly publi
cations and serving as public relations
director for the Freedom Valley Girl
Scout Council.
Ms. Kushnir is a master of arts
graduate of New York University's
cinema studies department. She cur
rently teaches film history and criticism
at Mercer County Community College.
She serves on the board of trustees of
the Muse Foundation for the Visual
Arts and on the board of trustees of the
Women's Law Project. She served a
two-year term on the Board of Trustees
of The Ukrainian Museum and conti
nues to be involved with museum
programs and fund-raising. Most re
cently, she served as project coordinator
for the 1981 Kilim Exhibit co-spon
sored by The Ukrainian Museum and
the Balch Institute for Ethnic Studies.
Ms. Kushnir is a member of Branch
67 of the Ukrainian National Women's
League of America.

Exhibit wins two awards
CLEVELAND - Andrij D. Solczanyk`s philatelic exhibit titled "Science
and Technology with Ukrainian Con
nections" received two awards, the
silver award and the Best of the The
matic Class, at the March Party exhibi
tion held here March 12-14.
"This fact shows once again that there
are various ways to inform non-Ukrai
nians about Ukraine and that they
should be utilized," Mr. Solczanyk
stressed.

Authors electronics book
BUFFALO, N.Y. - Eugene M.
Zumchak, president of Niagara Micro
Design Inc., of Buffalo, has just had a
book published by Howard W. Sams A
Co., (ITT Publishing), the leading seller
of electronic paperbacks. Mr. Zumchak's book, "Microcomputer Design
and Troubleshooting," is part of the
Blacksburg Series of computer books.
Despite a recent avalanche of micro
computer design books, Mr. Zumchak's
book was written to fulfill a real need
for good microcomputer design mate
rials. Most so-called "design" books
have very little original material and
merely paraphrase information that is
available from the microprocessor chip
vendors.
In his book, Mr. Zumchak shows
how microprocessor-based controllers
can be designed, built, and debugged in
a very short time, without using pro
hibitively expensive development sy
stems or test equipment. He has de
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veloped a low-cost instrument for
troubleshooting microcomputer boards,
(described in the book) which he claims
outperforms logic analyzers (costing
from 55,000 to 525,000) presently being
used for troubleshooting.
Mr. Zumchak has bachelor's and
master's degrees in electrical engineer
ing from Cornell University. He resides
in North Buffalo with his wife and two
children. He is a member of the Buffalo
Chapter of UESA,the Providence
Association of Ukrainian Catholics,
and St. John's Ukrainian Church in
Kenmore, N.Y.
Niagara Micro is an electronic design
consulting firm, specializing in micro
computer-based instrumentation. In
addition to its design activities, Niagara
Micro offers on-site training in micro
computer basics and advanced design
techniques. Among Niagara Micro's
recent clients are the Air Force and
Navy.

Win Regents Scholarships
NEW YORK - Sister Monica,
OSBM, principal of St. George Aca
demy here, recently announced that
three students of the Class of 1982 have
been awarded Regents Scholarships by
the State of New York.
The recipients are: Darka Leshchuk,
daughter of Harry and Helene Lesh
chuk; George Mykytyn, son of George
Sr. and Genowefa Mykytyn; and Peter
Shmigel, son of Myroslaw and Nadia
Shmigel.
The scholarships were awarded to
those students in New York who scored
the highest on the Scholastic Aptitude
Tests (college boards) within the last
year.

Named honorary mayor
JERSEY CITY, N. J. - Walter Bilyk,
chairman of the Jersey City UNA
District Committee and president of the
Ukrainian National Home here, was
named honorary mayor of the city for
Sunday, February 28.
Mr. Bilyk received a citation from
Jersey City Mayor Gerald McCann
thanking him for filling in during his
absence.
"Walter Bilyk, a resident of Jersey
City, is an outstanding member of our
community and embodies the ideals of
good citizenship and the American
spirit," Mayor McCann wrote in the
citation.

Darka Leshchuk

Appeals for Polovchak
EL JAENO, Okla. - Nine-year-old
Markian Charles Sorrels decided to
help Walter Polovchak stay in the
United States. How? He went right to
the top and wrote President Ronald
Reagan about the Ukrainian youth.
"I'm writing a letter for a sad little boy
named Walter Polovchak, who is 14years.old. He would like to stay in the
U.S.A., because Russia does not have
freedom. Russia wants him back. As
our president of the U.S.A., try to help
Walter have a safe home and a happy
life," the lad appealed.

Hot new tennis star
MAPLEWOOD, N.J. - If one is to
believe Maple wood's Columbia High
School boys'tennis coach Irwin Genzer,
then 15-year-old Dan Nahirny is one of
the hottest tennis talents to come along
in a while.
"He's the most talented kid IVe seen
at his age and that goes back to touring
professional Fritz Buehning." Mr.
Genzer told Newark Star-Ledger
columnist Gordon Paul in an article
which appeared in the March 23 issue of
the paper.
According to Mr. Paul, young Na
hirny is rated the best player in the East
in his age group and is ranked in the top
20 in the nation.
Although just a freshman, Mr.
Nahirny is playing on the school's first
singles squad. A cracked knee cap
suffered two years ago during a tourna
ment in Illinois is completely healed,
and coach Genzer expects that his
young, 6rfoot star player will be very
tough to beat.
"Nahirny has world class possibili
ties," said the coach.

George Mykytyn

Peter Shmigel
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Panorama...
(Continued from page 9)

courses are being given by Maria
Pryshlak (Ukraine in European poli
tics), Zfaka Derlyda (survey of Ukrai
nian heritage and culture), Alexandra
Kysilewskyj-Tkacz (conversational
Ukrainian), and Zirka Voronka (En
glish as a second language). Music
workshops on Tuesday and Thursday
evenings are directed by vocal coach
Andriy Dobriansky and piano coach
Thomas Hrynkiw.
—
Of great interest to students in the

evening classes as well as to daytime
visitors is the work on view in the
Ukrainian Contemporary Artists' first
group show, which will run through
April 11. The opening of the exhibition
on March 28 was attended by a capacity
audience.

Around the Big Apple
" The New York School of Bandura is
extremely happy with the results of the
mid-March rehearsals which maestro
Hryhory Kytasty of Cleveland held with
the newly formed New York capella

iSochyrsky

At the Ukrainian Institute: piano coach Thomas Hrynkiw with student Zorianna
Majewsky.
Hughes, Joseph G. Minish, James A.
Courter, Matthew J. Rinaldo, Bernard
J. Dwyer, James J. Florio, Marge
(Continued from page 1)
suffered a severe stroke with a massive Roukema, Robert A. Roe, Peter W.
brain hemorrhage of the left temporal Rodino Jr.
lobe. Surgery was hastily performed in a
New York: John LeBoutillier, George
backward village dispensary. Although C Wortley, Jack Kemp, Benjamin S.
the patient survived, the right side of his Rosenthal, Frank Horton, Ted Weiss,
body remains paralyzed, and he suffers Joseph P. Addabbo, Norman F. Lent,
various post-operative complications Hamilton Fish Jr., Richard L. Ottinger,
that continually endanger his life.
Donald J. Mitchell, Geraldine A.
In their concluding statement to Mr.. Ferraro, Fred Richmond, Charles E.
Brezhnev, the congressional authors Schumer, Gregory W. Carman, Guy V.
stated: "We urge you, in the interest of Molinari, Samuel S. Stratton, Ray
human rights and facilitating an im mond J. McGrath, Mario Biaggi, Bill
provement in U.S.-Soviet relations, to Green.
take whatever steps are necessary to free
Ohio: Mary Rose Oakar, Ed Weber,
Ivan Svitlychny and allow him to go to Ronald M. Mottl.
the United States to receive medical
Oregon: Ron Wyden.
care."
Pennsylvania: Charles F. Dougherty,
Richard T. Schulze, Don Ritter,
The following representatives are co William J. Coyne, Bob Edgar, James K.
signatories to this letter:
Coyne, Joseph Smith.
Alabama: Albert Lee Smith Jr.
Rhode Island: Fernard J. St.
California: Norman Y. Mineta, Tom Germain.
Lantos, Jerry M. Patterson, Robert K.
Tennessee: Albert Gore Jr.
Dornan.
Texas: Bill Archer, Martin Frost.
Colorado: Patricia Schroeder, Hank
Washington: Michael Lowry, Joel
Brown, Roy Kogovsek, Ken Kramer.
Pritchard.
Connecticut: Anthony Toby Moffett,
Puerto Rico: Resident Commissioner
Stewart B. McKinney, Lawrence J. Baltasar Corrada.
DeNardis.
The following senators have also
Florida: Dante B. Fascell.
signed the letter: William S. Cohen,
Georgia: Newt Gingrich.
Maine; George J. Mitchell, Maine;
Illinois: Henry J. Hyde, John Fary, Rudy Boschwitz, Minnesota; David F.
Edward J. Derwinski, John Edward Durenberger, Minnesota; Daniel P.
Porter, Frank Annunzio, Sidney R. Moynihan, New York; and Ernest F.
Yates, Tom Corcoran, Paul Findley, Hollings, South Carolina; Bill Bradley,
Paul Simon, Tom Railsback, Lynn New Jersey.
Martin, Marty Russo, Daniel B. Crane.
Indiana: Floyd J. Fithian.
Iowa: Jim Leach, Tom Harkin.
Maine: David F. Emery.
(Continued from page 3)
Maryland: Clarence D. Long.
Massachusetts: Margaret M. Heckler, have been persecuted and imprisoned in
Brian Donnelly, Barney Frank, Thomas their attempts to assert their national,
civil and individualrights,"Rep. Dwyer
P. O'Neill Jr., Joe Moakley.
Michigan: William M. Brodhead, said.
In urging passage of the resolution,
Mark Siljander, James Blanchard,
Rep. Dwyer said that it was the duty of
William S. Broomfield.
the
U.S. Congress "to make sure that
Minnesota: Vm Weber, Bill Frenzel.
the human-rights message resounds
Nebraska: Hal Daub.
New Jersey: Christopher H. Smith, over and over again."
Edwin B. Forsythe, Frank J. Guarini,
The Foreign Affairs Committee has
Harold C Hollenbeck, Millicent Fen- not yet scheduled hearings on the
wick, James J. Howard, William J. measure.

104 U.S. legislators...

Rep. Dwyer...
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"Homin Stepiw" (Echo of the Steppes).
The 16-member ban iurist capella re
ceived a standing ovation during
Rutgers University's Ukrainian Day on
March 27. The program at Rutgers
included a talk on the bandura and its
history by Julian Kytasty, a member of
the new capella and the director of the
New York school. Mr. Kytasty and nine
instructors from his school will conduct
a three-day bandura workshop in Mon
treal beginning April 9.
" A major attraction at the Mayana
Gallery's exhibit of work by ceramic
artist Slava Gerulak is the female
figures in Ukrainian regional costumes.
Also shown are large abstract plaques in
glazed, muted colors, depicting land
scapes and organic forms, as well as
ethnographic figures, icons, some
Easter eggs and even a few rabbits.
Through April 18. Hours: Weekdays, 5
to 8 p.m., Saturday and Sunday, 11 a.m.
to 6 p.m. (477-2714 or 260-4490).
" WQXR-Radio's "Classics in Con
cert" program on March 26 included a
rendition of Tchaikovsky's Symphony
No. 2 by the Philharmonia Orchestra
conducted by Riccardo Muti. Usually
introduced by music reviewers and
announcers as the "Little Russian"
Symphony because of its use of the folk
music of Ukraine, the symphony is
especially harmonious in the final
movement, which features contrapuntal
and instrumental variations of the folk
song "Zhuravli" (The Cranes).
' WOR-TV Channel 9 recently broad
cast two movies featuring Pittsburghborn actor John Hodlak. "A Bell for

N.Y. Fraternal...
(Continued from page 4)

new members and new business.
To achieve this, a fraternal must have
a sales force with proper training and
must be d e d i c a t e d to fraternalism.
It is
necessary
to re-establish the purpose for existence,
set goals and educate secretaries, or
ganizers and salesmen. Increased branch
activity is a must. Furthermore, fraternals must improve and update poli
cies — issue new ones; welcome sugges
tions to improve their image and re
ward those who are the best producers.
Mr. Eglow concluded that fraternals
must start publicizing and selling them
selves, not only insurance, and pursue
their goals, faithfully.
Another address was delivered by
Jim Bridges of the Woodmen of the
World, who described some of the
fraternal work of his organization.

Adano" (1945), a story of G.I.s in Italy
with William Bendix, Gene Tierneyand
Richard Conte, was shown on March
23, and "Command Decision" (1949),
about American bombardiers in World
War II, with Clark Gable and Walter
Pidgeon, on March 25.

Hryhory Kytasty
A constructive panel then followed
on "Hiring, Training and Prospecting."
The luncheon address was delivered by
Albert B. Lewis, superintendent of
insurance for the state of New York,
who spoke on financial problems be
setting fraternals.
At the afternoon session a talk was
given by Stanley H. Fryczynski, presi
dent of the Deborah Heart and Lung
Center, which has been in existence for
60 years. Recently four children brought
from Poland underwent heart surgery
there, all free of charge.
Following reports of officers, the
elections were held, with Donald W.
McCluskey of Royal Arcanum elected
president of the New York Fraternal
Congress, Re-elected to the NYFC
Executive Committee was Mr. Flis.A.
John Plonski of Royal Arcanum,
installed the officers.
The meeting adjourned with the
singing of "God Bless America."

UKRAINIANS IN PENNSYLVANIA
A CONTRIBUTION TO THE GROWTH OF THE COMMONWEALTH

Prise J6.00 (hardbound). S4 00 (softbound)
Postage, and handling SO 75
New Jersey residents add 5 ^ salex tax

SVOBODA BOOKSTORE
30 Montgomery Street

Jersey City. N.J. 07303

ST. GEORGE UKRAINIAN SCHOOL in NEW YORK CITY

Preschool "Kindergarten я Grades 1 to 8"
For SCHOOL YEAR 1982/83 Registration
PLEASE CONTACT: Sr. GABRIEL, OSBM - Principal
215 East 6th Street ш New York, N.Y. 10003 Л (212) 473-3130
9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Monday through Friday
QUEENS RESIDENTS:
school bus transportation will be available for kindergarten and other grades
at a nominal monthly charge. For bus information please contact:
Mrs. Roxolana Mitringa. (212) 278-6617 or Mrs. Irene Sabor, (212) 767-3005
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U.S. in Madrid...

Sen.

Yuz/k...
(Contii ted from pate I)

(Continued from pate 3)

Next to spet c was German federal
Minister Gunter Fuchs, who greeted the
new honorary Ph. D. and spoke positi
vely about the work of the Ukrainian
Free University. In bis remarks he also
mentioned the issue of human rights.
Speaking on behalf of the Central
In the regrettable event that we
cannot reach an agreement when we Representation of the Ukrainian Emi
reconvene in the autumn, there will be gration in Germany was Dr. Antin
only one reason for our inability to do Melnyk.
so. It will be the fact of continued and
repeated severe violations of the Hel
Congratulatory
sinki Final Act. It will be due to the
continued use of Soviet military power
Afterwards, congratulatory messages
to subjugate its neighbors —directly, as addressed to Sen. Yuzyk were read by
in Afghanistan; and by blatant pressure Dr. Zynoviy Sokoliuk, UFU pro-rec
which forces others to choose repres tor. Among those sending best wishes
sion rather than compromise and conci were: Bavarian Prime Minister Franzliation, as was their method of dealing Josef Strauss, the Canadian Consulate
with the aspirations of the Polish people in Bonn and the Shevchenko Scientific
for greater freedom and dignity.
Society's branches in Europe and the
United States.
Among the notables in attendance
We seek the substantive concluding
were:
Dr. H. Wakerbauer of the Bava
document that we and so many here
have worked so long to achieve. We rian government office, M. Himmer of
believe that RM.39, proposed to us by
the eight neutral and non-aligned states
after laborious and conscientious effort,
can well provide the basis for such an
agreement, amended, as it must be, by
proposals that have already been noted,
and supplemented, as it should be, by a
reflection" of what has transpired here
since the paper was prepared.
when wc meet again. To be offered only
the narcotic of words while continued
violence is perpetrated against the
provisions of the Helsinki Final Act
cannot produce the agreement we seek.
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the Bavarian Ministry of Labor, Ger
man scholars Dr. H. Glasl, Dr. G. Ling
and Dr. R. Senfert, and Polish repre
sentatives Dr. A. Dalkowski and M.
Litwiniak.
Ukrainians present included: Mykola Liwytzky, president of the Ukrai
nian National Republic-in-exile, the
Rev. Archpresbyter P. Dubytskyofthe
Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox
Church and the Rev. S. Dmytryshyn of
the Ukrainian Catholic Church.
At the conclusion of the convocation,
Ms. K. Rowenchuk, a Ph. D. candidate
at the Ukrainian Free University,
presented Mrs. Yuzyk with a bouquet of
flowers. Students sang the hymn "Gaudeamus" and "Mnohaya Lita" for Sen.
Yuzyk.
Some 80 persons attended a reception
held after the ceremony.

Some 180 persons attended the gather
ing, held at the Ukrainian cathedral
immediately after the divine liturgy, to
hear Sen. Yuzyk speak about the life of
Ukrainians in Canada.
The senator was introduced to the
audience by Dr. Janiw and by Dr. Petro
Goy of the United States, who had
sponsored Sen. Yuzyk for the honorary
doctorate bestowed on him by the
Ukrainian Free University. Dr. Goy is
president of the UFU Foundation.

Public meeting

Upon his return to Canada, Sen.
Yuzyk was c o n g r a t u l a t e d by his
colleagues in the Senate who noted that
he had been honored by the UFU in
remarks during the Thursday, March
11, Senate session.

Several days later, on Sunday, March
7, Sen. Yuzyk had an opportunity to
meet with the Ukrainian community of
Munich and the surrounding area.

Among the persons attending were
representatives of many area organiza
tions who were introduced to the Sen.
Yuzyk and his wife.
A question-and-answer session
followed the senator's address.
Colleagues' acknowledgement

Our delegation in November will be
ready to continue the effort to achieve
genuine security, cooperation and peace
among all our peoples. We genuinely
urge those who have jeopardized the
work of this conference to take the
necessary steps outside of this meeting
that would permit the active and serious
negotiation toward the constructive
completion of our work in Madrid.
What we ask here is nothing more
and nothing less than a genuine effort to
comply with the Helsinki Final Act. We
do not seek argument. What we seek is a
joint and a genuine effort for peace.
Thank you.

Seen above, from left, an: Dr. Zynoviy Sokoliuk, the Ukrainian Free University's pro-rector; Dr. Petro Goy; Maria Yuzyk;
Sen. Paul Yuzyk, Dr. Wolodymyr Janiw, rector; and Dr. Hryhoriy Waikovych, dean of the philosophy department

AN APPEAL
TO ALL UKRAINIAN AMERICANS IN NEW JERSEY
Congresswoman MILLICENT FENWICK
is running for the U.S. SENATE
from the State of New Jersey.
The Ukrainian Americans need her voice in the U.S. Senate.
By the same token, she needs our votes, too.
In order to be able to vote for MRS. FENWICK in the June 8 primaries, we urge you
to declare Republican Party affiliation by the APRIL 19. 1982 DEDLINE.
Please cut out and complete this form:

CHANGES IN ADVERTISING RATES
IN THE SVOBODA UKRAINIAN-LANGUAGE DAILY
AND THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
In view of the fact that postage rates for the mailing of Svoboda and The
Ukrainian Weekly have increased by over 100 percent u well as due to the
increasing costs of newsprint and other printing supplies, the Svoboda Press
administrative offices are forced to raise the rates for advertising in both news
papers.
Effective April 1. 1982, the following will be the new advertising rates for
Svoboda and The Ukrainian Weekly.

VOTER DECLARATION OF PARTY AFFILIATION

1 column/inch ( 1 inch by single column):

i, being a registered voter at the address listed below, do herebv Hectare
that I desire to vote in the primary election of the
Republican
Political Party.
(Name of Partyl
First

County
Signature or mark of registered voter

fraternal and community advertisements

S 6.00

general advertisements

S10.00

Middle

Note: All advertisements which span the full eight-column page of
Svoboda are subject to the S10-00 per column/inch rate.

Zip Code

If the advertisement requires a photo reproduction there is an additional
charge as follows:
single column
S 8.00
doublscolumn
110.00
triplo column
112.00

Date

DECLARATION MUST BE FILED NO LATER THAN 50 DAYS PRECEDING THE PRIMARY IN WHICH THE VOTER WISHES TO VOTE.
Mill to: UKRAINIAN AMERICANS FOR FENWICK
33 Sunnybrook Road. Baskins Ridge. N.J. 07920
of submit to your local municipal building
Note: H.J. election law for independent committees requires the following disclaimer: This communica
tion is not authorized by any political candidate
Paid by Ukrainian Americans for Fenwkk

Deadlines for submitting advertisements:
ь
Svoboda: two days prior to desired publication date.
The Ukrainian Weekly: noon of the Monday before the date of the Weekly
issue in question.
Advertisements will be accepted over the telephone only in emergencies.

Ad copy should be mailed to:
SVOBODA PRESS - ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT
30 Montgomery Street ш Jersey City, N.J. 0 7 3 0 2

NoJi.
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Ukrainians in Canada.
(Continuedfrompap 7)

federal, provincial and municipal go
vernments.
Several hundred have been elected
reeves and councillors of rural muni
cipalities, employing secretaries, clerks,
etc. Ukrainian mayors have been
elected in Winnipeg (Stephen Juba 22 years), Edmonton, Windsor, Kenora, Ont., and other cities, where
Ukrainian civil servants are on the staff.
Ukrainian judges at all levels, except
the Supreme Court of Canada, and
magistrates are quite numerous, as well
as those in many federal diplomatic
posts. Many have distinguished them
selves in their careers.
Service hi wars

The real test of loyalty and active
citizenship becomes evident when a
country finds itself in a crisis or at war.
An estimated 10,000 (a high percentage)
were in the ranks of the Canadian Army
in World War Ї, many of these immi
grants laying down, their lives for their
adopted land, and Philip Konowal
received the highest award of valor in
the British Commonwealth.
During World War II, Ukrainians
were no longer regarded with suspicion;
being preponderantly Canadian-born
they served in the Canadian Army,
Navy and Air Force, a proportionately
higher number than the Canadian
average; many as high officers to the
rank of brigadier-general, many with
medals of bravery, and a large number
paying the supreme sacrifice.
Ukrainians have, served in the Korean
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War and in the U.N. peace-keeping
forces in Cyprus and the Middle East in
defense of freedom, democracy and
peace.
Thus, at the time of the 90th anniver
sary of Ukrainian settlement in Canada,
the Ukrainian Canadians can look back
with some pride on their impressive
record in all aspects of Canadian society
and life. In general, they appreciate the
wonderful opportunities of which they
have taken advantage to build and
develop a better life for themselves,
their children and for a better Canada
for all citizens, appreciating and sharing
each others contributions.

space and with a dynamic and pro
gressive population, composed of
peoples from all over the world, with
friendly relations with the United States
and other democratic powers, Canada
stands on the threshold of an ever
greater future, ready to cooperate with
all nations in the interests of peace,
freedom, democracy and the well-being
of all peoples.

The Ukrainians of Canada, as in the
past, will continue to shoulder their full
responsibilities, in cooperation with all
the ethnocultural groups, to strive for a
better Canada and extend a helping
hand to subjugated and oppressed
nations, including Ukraine, so that they
may soon regain their freedom and
statehood and join the forces of true
peace in this world.

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

MIDDLE-AGED DIRECTOR-MANAGER
FOR 6 5 - R 0 0 M M O T E L I N N E W Y O R K S T A T E

Multiculturalism
As a result of their efforts and in
cooperation with the diverse one-third
of the Canadian population of nonAnglo-Celtic, non-French origin, the
federal government and Canadian
Parliament on October 8, 1971 unani
mously enacted multiculturalism as
official policy, rejecting the American
"melting-pot theory" and making Ca
nada "an independent, democratic,
officially bilingual, multicultural fe
deral state," recognizing equality of all
citizens and unity in diversity.
The new revised Canadian Constitu
tion, passed by the Canadian Parlia
ment December 8, 1981, with the sup
port of all provinces except Quebec, will
soon be approved by Westminister and
will embody the highest ideals of demo
cracy, enshrining multiculturalism.
With its vast land resources, includ
ing oil and gas, with all itsrichmaritime
resources, with great potential in the

Summer 1982:

Must know Ukrainian language and have at least some knowledge of hotel management.
Salary and benefits negotiable.
Apply by mailing resume to:
S V O B O D A , П150

H

HOW TO GET RICH
(OR BECOME A MILLIONAIRE)
T H E SUREST WAY TO A C C U M U L A T E A L A R G E S U M OF M O N E Y IS T H R O U G H AN

IRA

n

.

MAKE IT A SOYUZIVKA SUMMER

Ш ЗО Montgomery Street Ш J E R S E Y C I T Y , N . J . 0 7 3 0 2

I N D I V I D U A L RETIREMENT ACCOUNT
AT S E L F R E L 1 A N C E F E D E R A L C R E D I T U N I O N
which currently pays l39ointcrcu for the quarter ending March 31. 1982. Intereil ratcv williiuiipr j u . u i ,
and ihe level of interest will depend on the prevailing money market rates
A N I R A A C C O U N T IS T H E I D E A L S A V I N C S P L A N BECAUSE:
1
2
3
4
5

IT PAYS YOU H I G H E S T INTEREST. ON M O N E Y D E P O S I T E D
C O N T R I B U T I O N S TO T H E A C C O U N T ARE T A X D E D U C T I B L E
GIVES YOU F I N A N C I A L SECURITY A AN O P P O R T U N I T Y TO B E C O M I VW \ l
S E l . F R E L I A N C E C H A R G E S N O P E N A l TIES FOR W I T H D R A W A L S
AT T H E AGE OE 65. YOUR IRA ACCOUN Г

I'

WILL ACCUMULATE TO 51,444,451 IF YOU OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT AT THE ACE OF 10
WILI ACCUMULATE TO 5755.451 IF YOU OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT AT THE , iCE Of J5
WILL ACCUMULATE TO 5ЛФ.743 IF YOU OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT AT THE , iGE OF 40
WILL ACCUMULATE TO SH1J03 IF YOU OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT AT THE , iCF OF 45
WILL ACCUMULATE TO SH.74J IF YOU OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT AT THE A CE OK 50
TV above сакиїаі.опі are baled on 134 iniercii. compounded quarterly
W H A T IS AN IRA ACCOUNT?
1

IRA ii an individual retirement account which can be opened by any employed or vcl!-c

2

Contribution! lo Ihe account arc lai deductible

1

DepOMli can be made in one lump lum or periodically, but no more lhan 52.000 mi`, be c
aking wilhdn

:ige

SELFRELIANCE
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

Be a part of the exciting experience generations of
Ukrainian Americans have come to treasure:
SOYUZIVKA.
Tennis Camp
Boys'Camp
Girls'Camp
Stylized Ukrainian Folk Dancing Workshop
(Beginners fc Advanced)
Roma Pryma Bohachevsky, instr
Celebration of the Ukrainian Child
Celebration of Youth
;
Ukrainian Cultural Courses
Traditional Ukrainian Folk Dancing Workshop
(Beginners S Advanced)
Peter Marunczak, instr

I from CHICAGO:

June 2 0 - J u n e 30
June 1 9 - J u l y 3
July 3 - J u l y 17

July 18-31
August 1-7
August 7-14
August 1-14

August 15-28

For additional information, please write to:
SOYUZIVKA, UNA ESTATE
Foordemore Rd. m Kerhonkson, N.Y. 12446 ш Or call (914) 626-5641

now available.
at your local
Ukrainian gift
and music shop.

-or-

iRECCeDSl

2331 West Iowa Street

Chicago, Illinois 60622
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The strange case...
(Continued from page 2)

plane. He dubbed this philosophy the
"New Revolutionary Theory."
During the time he spent in the army,
Mr. Spynenko decided to recruit likeminded members of the armed forces
into a group of intellectuals. All during
this time he continued to educate
himself in political theory.
The events of the Prague Spring in
1968 made an unforgettable impression
on him and helped him form his the
oretical and political views. After his
discharge from the army, Mr. Spy
nenko joined the ranks of organizers of
an opposing political party.
In August 1970, in Makiyivka, he
called an organizing conference in his
apartment, during which the potential
members discussed the theoretical basis
for the new political party, their activi
ties, their program and by-laws, and
they voted to draw up a Manifesto and
eventually distribute it.
The Manifesto and the party's activi
ties spread through a string of towns
including Donetske, Sverdlovsk,
Gorky, Makiyivka and others, where
branches of the party were formed.
They were all headed by the coordina
tion committee. All contact between the
committee and the branches was via

courier.
At the beginning of 1971, news of this
party leaked to the KGB.. From March
12 to April 12, 1971, KGB agents
arrested eight party members.
Regarding Mr. Spynenko as a socia
listic threat, the KGB agents imme
diately placed him in a psychiatric
hospital. Mr. Spynenko was diagnosed
as mentally sane. A second review
yielded the same diagnosis.
This would not do in the eyes of the
KGB, and it decided to have him
diagnosed a third time. This time, of
course, the medical commission sent
Mr. Spynenko to psychiatric exile in the
town of Talhar in Alma-Ata oblast
where he spent a number of years before
being transferred to the Makiyivka
hospital.
After his release in 1978, Mr. Spy
nenko found himself in the hands of a
one-time internal police school student
and political prisoner, V. Semylietov,
and another political prisoner, V.
Novoseltsev — two questionable poli
tical activists.
The result of this liaison was a
provocation that led to Mr. Spynenko's
return to the psychiatric hospital where
he sits to this day. Thus, he spends his
days in the ward for the insane, for
gotten by all who could help him, who
could expose his case to the free world.
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Ukrainian students...
(Continued from дое 1)

from the other press offices nearby. The
Voice of America reportedly recorded
the statement.
While the occupation was going on,
other students visited major news
organizations in the city informing
them that a sit-in was in progress at the
U.N. TASS offices.
When security personnel arrived on
the scene, they told the reporters to
leave and secured the TASS office by
locking the doors. Inside, the protesters
were joined by nearly a dozen ріаіп–
clothesmen and security personnel.
According to a joint account pro
vided later by the protesters, the secu
rity personnel were soon joined by a
Russian, possibly from the Soviet
Mission to the United Nations, who

told the security people that he did not
want the demonstrators harmed in any
way, and that he did not want them
arrested.
After a tense 20 minutes, the demon
strators, after negotiating with the head
of United Nations security, agreed to
leave peacefully.
While being escorted out, the demon
strators were engulfed by reporters and
photographers. With their hands held
over their heads in a symbolic gesture of
bondage, the seven protesters sang the
Ukrainian national anthem as they were
being skirted out a fire exit to avoid
reporters.
The demonstrators are all members
of TUSM, the Ukrainian Student Asso
ciation of Michnowsky, but the joint
statement issued after the sit-in indi
cated that they did not carry out the
protest in the name of the organization.

A Ukrainian perspective
on the news...
Three of the seven young Ukrainians who staged a sit-in at the U.N. office of TASS:
(from left) Ivan Kachor, Dior Zwarycz and John Leshchuk.

Attention, students!
Throughout the year, Ukrainian student clubs plan and hold
activities. The Ukrainian Weekly urges students to let us and the
Ukrainian community know about upcoming events.
The Weekly will be happy to help you publicize them. We will also
be glad to print timely news stories about events that have already
taken place. Black and white photos (or color with good contrast) will
also be accepted. MAKE YOURSELF HEARD.

dissident news'commentary'pohtics'editorials"interviews'people"reviews
immunity news'CulturP'the arts'churrh allairs"education"upcoming events
special features

THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
We cover it all.
Can you afford not to subscribe?
would
like to s u b s c r i b e to The U k r a i n i a n
Week'/
'' '
year(s) (Subscription rates S5 per year for UNA members S8
I if 'ion-members)
M j name is

GIFT SUBSCRIPTION
in addition I would like to give a friend one year s subscription to
The Ukrainian Weekly
His her name is
Address
^^
City
,
Slate
Zip code
'nclose a check for S
THF UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
30 Montgomery Street "

Jersey City N J 07302

All preparations for the making of our lovery traditional
PYSANKY, the decorated Easter Egg.
Dyes in I S different shades, 5 different styluses including
one electric, beeswax, design sheets, instruction books,
cards in color - sold separately and in KITS at Hanusey's.
Also available - ready made pysanky, wooden Easter eggs,
egg holders, Easter cards in different languages, Scarfs for
Easter food baskets.
WRITE ГОЙ OUR SPECIAL PYSANKY ORDER FORM for
information and price list along w i t h our NEW SPECIAL GIFT
UST.
ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
Write to:

HANUSEY MUSIC 8. GIFTS
244 W. Girard Avenue
Philadelphia. Pa. 19123
Phone:(215)627-3093

